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Lot 
Number Thumbnail Title Description

Low & 
High 
Estimate

3001 LOT OF R. 
JOHN WRIGHT.

11 1/2" MIB "Abigail" doll, UFDC Region 14, 2008. Tag on back of doll has been 
signed. Ltd. Ed. 300.

100 
300

3002 LOT OF R. 
JOHN WRIGHT.

9 1/2" MIB "Margaret" Storyland Souvenir Doll, 2010 Convention. Tag on back of 
doll has been signed.

100 
300

3003 LOT OF R. 
JOHN WRIGHT.

8" MIB "Brownie Band - Tuba", Strike up The Band. July 7, 2007. Tag on back of 
doll has been signed. Ltd. Ed. 175.

100 
300

3004 LOT OF R. 
JOHN WRIGHT.

Lot. 11 1/2" MIB "'Musette" doll, 2003 Le Bal Masque UFDC 54th Convention. 
Ltd. Ed. 1600. This doll is also a candy container. Also comes with the tagged all 
felt pinwheel.

100 
300

3005 MAGGIE 
IACONA LOT.

16 1/2" 1995 "Whitney" doll, 3/95. All original doll with fully jointed body. 
Original box. Condition: slight nose rub.

10 
300

3006 LOT OF R. 
JOHN WRIGHT.

11" MIB "Marta" from Raindrops on Roses, Ltd. Ed 170/250, 2010. She also 
comes with a tagged felt rose.

100 
300

3007 ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

19" 1989 "Arabella" poured wax doll by artist Brenda Burke, Hastings, England. 
Ltd Ed. 59/500. Wax shoulder head and lower limbs, cloth torso. Stationary 
brown eyes, closed mouth, dark brown human hair wig. Dressed in ivory silk 
tiered dress with matching shoes. Cotton underwear. Wooden stand with brass 
plate "Arabella".

100 
300
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3008 ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

22" F.11.G French bisque head doll. Marked and signed by Ruth Ann Knave 1991. 
Blue paper weight eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears, brown curly human hair wig. 
Reproduction French style body with bisque 1 pc. lower arms. Dressed in 
contemporary French style pale mauve coat dress with ivory silk shirred panel on 
front. Matching decorated bonnet. Cotton pantaloons, no petticoat. Newer 
boots, ivory lace socks.

100 
300

3009 ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

17 1/2" S.F.B.J. 238 PARIS French bisque head doll. Signed by artist Cali-Lou 1981. 
Blue paper weight eyes, open/closed smiling mouth with teeth showing, 
synthetic wig. Reproduction French style jointed body. Dressed in contemporary 
long period dress with a complementary decorated velveteen bonnet. NO 
underwear. White cotton lace socks. Brown leather 4-button boots.

50 
200

3010 ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

24" JUMEAU French bisque shoulder head fashion doll. Signed CW larmaid 1965. 
Brown paper weight eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears, brown human hair wig. 
Reproduction white leather gusseted body with bisque lower arms. Dressed in 
contemporary black silk satin gown. Antique black silk ruching at neckline, black 
glass beading on cuffs, lack lace at hemline. An over skirt of antique trimmed 
black silk taffeta. Vintage white cotton underwear, black socks, suede boots. 
Matching black silk satin bonnet trimmed with silk ruching, medallions.

100 
300

3011 ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (4) Googly Eye bisque head dolls. All of the dolls have stationary side 
glance eyes, watermelon smiles. 10" All bisque J.D.K 221. 9. (No artist name 
found.) Blonde mohair wig. 9" All bisque by artist Patti Jane 66". Blonde mohair 
wig. 9 1/2" J.D.K. 221 (no artist name). Reproduction 5 pc. body. 12" All bisque 
jointed body J.D.K. 221 by artist M.S.. 2009.

100 
300

3012 ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

Pair of Googly Eye bisque head dolls. 13" 9. Made in Germany 11. J.D.K. 221 Geo. 
Gesch. doll by artist Joanne Jenkins 1986. Blue sleep eyes, honey blonde 
synthetic wig. 17" 9. Made in Germany 11. J.D.K. 227 doll by artist V. Geer 84'. 
Stationary blue side glance eyes, honey blonde synthetic wig. Both dolls have 
fully jointed bodies. Condition: age discoloration on clothing.

100 
300

3013 ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

13" Original MINT cloth BOHM-PUPPE character doll "Schneiderlein". Purchased 
at the Musee de la Poupee, PARIS (Museum of Dolls).

100 
300

3014 ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

13" 1984 Hand carved wooden Theodore Roosevelt by artist Betsey Baker, 
Member of O.D.A.C.A. Comes with his rifle and bear cub. Pedestal stand.

100 
300
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3015 ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

Pair of unmarked male dolls. 12" King Henry VIII. Sculpted head and hands. 
Dressed in silks, velvet and various jeweled trims. Condition: age loss on silk 
clothing. 11" French Royalty? with with painted stockinette face. Brown mohair 
wig. Dressed with great detail in fur trimmed velvet clothing. Decorated with 
various jewels, metallic soutache and other trims. Condition: age loss on fur and 
some of the fabric shows wear. This is a wonderful pair.

50 
200

3015A ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

20" All original "The Goose Girl" doll by artist Aithra Lotz, West Germany. 
Stockinette doll with mask face, human hair wig. Comes with tagged Steiff plush 
duckling and book "The Goose Girl" by Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm. NO original 
box.

50 
200

3016 ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

Hitty lot. 6" Carved wooden HITTY doll by artist Judy Brown. Comes with (2) 
additional outfits in a trunk.

50 
200

3017 ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

Hitty lot. 7 1/2" Wooden doll from the 2004 Hitty Reunion. "ABBY" embroidered 
on petticoat. Comes in a wooden box HITTY 1929-1999. Book - "HITTY Her First 
Hundred Years" by Rachel Field. 13" MIB bisque "Phoebe Preble and HITTY" 96
/500 from the Childhood Classics II, by the Wendy Lawton Company.

50 
200

3018 ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

10" "Carrissa" bisque baby doll by artist Darlene Lane. OB. Ltd. Ed. 210. UFDC 
Atlanta 2001.

50 
200

3019 ARTIST DOLL 
LOT.

13" "Allie" porcelain doll by artist Sandy McAuslan 79/100. Painted features, red 
mohair wig. She is sitting on her red overstuffed comfortable armchair.

50 
200

3020 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

7 1/2" Composition late 1940's-50 "Toddles" doll. Painted side glance eyes, 
blonde mohair wig. All original tagged clothing with the 1947-1948 round paper 
label on front of skirt. An original box bottom (no lid). Condition: crazing.

100 
200
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3021 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Pair of dolls. Both dolls have painted side glance eyes, strawberry blonde mohair 
wigs. 7 1/2" Composition late 1940's-50 "Toddles" doll. Tagged 1954-1956 
peignoir set. Replaced shoes, hat. Condition: crazing, fine cracks. 8" Hard plastic 
1948-49 doll with painted side glance eyes. Dressed in tagged late 1940's-50, 
1950 #8-12D Easter Doll outfit. Ivory center snap oilcloth shoes. Condition: slight 
age discoloration on clothing.

100 
300

3022 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Pair of 8" hard plastic Ginny dolls. Both dolls are PL SLW and are dressed in 
tagged clothing from The Tiny Miss Series, vinyl shoes. They have brown braided 
wigs. Doll 1) has blue eyes and good coloring. She is dressed in outfit #41. 
Condition: hair has been restyled. Doll 2) has brown eyes and pale coloring. She is 
dressed in outfit #42. Overall condition: outfits may not be complete.

100 
200

3023 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Pair of 8" hard plastic Ginny dolls. Both dolls are PL SLW and are dressed in 
clothing from The Tiny Miss Series. Doll 1) has brown eyes and short brown 
poodle cut wig. Dressed in tagged outfit #43, black centersnap oilcloth shoes. Doll 
2) has blue eyes and a blonde flip (back of hair is worn, discolored base). Dressed 
in outfit #44, green vinyl shoes. Condition: both dolls have cheek rubs. Outfits 
may not be complete.

100 
200

3024 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Pair of 8" hard plastic Ginny dolls. Both dolls are PL, have blue eyes, nice cheek 
coloring. Doll 1) is a strung doll with golden blonde hair (wig may not be original 
to doll). Dressed in tagged 1954-56 outfit, black centersnap oilcloth shoes. 
Condition: dirt on surface of plastic on back of neck. Doll 2) is a SLW with dark 
brown hair. Dressed in tagged 1954-56 outfit, white vinyl shoes. Condition: black 
surface soil on face. Both dolls have age discoloration on clothing. Outfits may 
not be complete.

100 
200

3025 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Pair of 8" hard plastic Ginny dolls. Both dolls are SLW and have blonde hair, nice 
cheek coloring. Doll 1) has PL, blue eyes. Dressed in tagged 1954-56 My First 
Corsage outfit #61, black Alexander shoes. Doll 2) has ML, blue eyes. Dressed in 
tagged 1954-56 Fun Time Outfit #41 Roller Skates, white suede boot skates. 
Condition: hair has been restyled on both dolls. Outfits may not be complete.

100 
200

3026 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Pair of 8" hard plastic Ginny dolls. Both dolls are walkers, have blue eyes, vinyl 
shoes. Doll 1) has SL, a blonde braided wig. Dressed in tagged 1954-56 Kinder 
Crowd outfit. Condition: hair has been restyled. Repaint on cheeks. Doll 2) has 
BK, brown hair. Dressed in tagged 1954-56 Kinder Crowd dress, panties. 
Unmarked pink fur coat, muff and hat. Condition: hair is thin and has been 
restyled. Outfits may not be complete.

100 
200

3027 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Pair of 8" hard plastic Ginny dolls. Both dolls are BKW, have brown eyes and 
brown braided wigs, vinyl shoes. Doll 1) has nice coloring. Dressed in tagged 1957-
1965 dress with matching coat. Replaced panties. Condition: braids are coming 
out of braiding. Doll 2) has pale coloring. Dressed in tagged 1954-56 outfit. 
Condition: outfits may not be complete.

100 
200

3028 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) hard plastic strung Ginny dolls with painted blue side glance eyes. (2) 
Dolls have blonde mohair wigs, (1) has a brown poodle cut wig. Doll 1) dressed in 
tagged late 1940's-1950 3 pc. outfit, pale blue centersnap oilcloth shoes. Doll 2) 
dressed in tagged 1950-1951 Cinderella outfit with silver center snap oilcloth 
shoes. Doll 3) dressed in tagged 1952 3 pc. pink/white stripe outfit with matching 
socks. Condition: wig is worn. Head has been sprayed with shiny finish. Shoes are 
probably not original to outfit. Outfits may not be complete.

100 
300
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3029 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) composition TODDLES dolls with painted blue side glance eyes, mohair 
wigs. All of the dolls are marked on the back, (1) DOLL CO., (2) VOGUE. All of 
them are dressed in cotton dresses with smocking detail. Doll 1) has blonde hair, 
3 pc. outfit, gray oilcloth shoes (sole missing). Doll 2) has strawberry blonde hair, 
3 pc. outfit, white oilcloth shoes. (Age discoloration on clothing.) Doll 3) has 
strawberry blonde hair, tagged 1940's-50 dress. Replaced panties, Alexander 
shoes. (Wig is thin.) Condition: as stated. Crazing. These outfits may not be 
complete. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3030 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) composition TODDLES dolls with painted blue side glance eyes, blonde 
mohair wigs. All of the dolls are marked on the back. (1) VOGUE, (2) DOLL CO. 
Boy doll is dressed in "Victory Gardner" outfit, replaced hat. Blue centersnap 
oilcloth shoes. (Wig is thin on back.) Doll 2) girl is dressed in 3 pc. floral costume, 
ivory oilcloth shoes (repaired). (Repaint on face. RIght leg is very bumpy. Cracks.) 
Doll 3) is dressed in replaced clothing, but has a pair of tagged 1957-65 panties 
on. Black oilcloth shoes. Condition: all of the dolls have crazing. These outfits may 
not be complete. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3031 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) composition TODDLES dolls with painted blue side glance eyes, mohair 
wgs. (1) Is unmarked and (2) are marked DOLL CO. on back. Unmarked doll with 
blonde hair is dressed in story tale outfit, no shoes (doll needs restringing). Dolls 
2) with blonde hair is dressed in Bridesmaid dress with pale blue oilcloth shoes 
marked Bridesmaid on sole. (Discoloration on dress.) Doll 3) with tosca hair is 
dressed in "Farmerette, Victory Garden" outfit of blue pants, printed cotton top, 
black oilcloth shoes. Marked on sole: Farmerette. (Doll needs restringing.) 
Condition: as stated. Crazing. Outfits may not be complete. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

100 
300

3032 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) composition TODDLES dolls with painted blue side glance eyes, blonde 
mohair wigs. All are marked on back. (1) Vogue, (2) DOLL CO. Doll 1) is dressed in 
2 pc. organdy outfit with pink oilcloth shoes. (Paint loss on mouth, (1) eye.) Doll 
2) is dressed in tagged 1940's-50's 3 pc. outfit (Tag is there, but no printing.) Pink 
oilcloth shoes. Doll 3) is wearing a replaced dress, tagged 1957-65 coat, panties, 
beige side snap oilcloth shoes (repaired). Condition: as stated. Crazing. Outfits 
may not be complete. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3033 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) hard plastic Ginny dolls from the "Debutante Series". All of the dolls are 
PL and have blue sleep eyes. (2) Are strung, (1) is a walker. They are wearing 
center snap oilcloth shoes . Redhead Pamela is dressed in 1953 tagged outfit #60. 
Condition: hat /ties have age discoloration. Doll 2) with long blonde hair is 
dressed in tagged 1952 outfit #62. Condition: hair has been combed. Age 
discoloration on clothing. Doll 3) with blonde braids is dressed in tagged 1952 
outfit #63. Condition: hair has been restyled. Overall - as stated. Outfits may not 
be complete. Age discoloration, loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3034 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) hard plastic Ginny dolls. (2) Of the dolls are PL, strung and have blonde 
hair.. (1) Is a MLW with brown hair. Doll 1) Boy doll is dressed in tagged 1950 
Ring bearer from the "Bridal Series", with rings on cushion. Condition: lashes, 
brows are turning green. Hat is missing. Doll 2) has beautiful blonde hair. She is 
dressed in 1953 "Fable & Bride Series" outfit #56. Doll 3) with uncombed brown 
hair. She is dressed as the bride in 1954 "My First Corsage Styles" outfit #64. 
Comes with a bouquet (from another outfit.) Condition: missing head piece, 
shoes. Hair has been played with. Overall - as stated. Outfits may not be 
complete. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3035 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) hard plastic Ginny dolls. All of the dolls are PL. (2) Are strung and (1) is a 
SLW. The (2) blondes have blue eyes, the redhead brown eyes. Doll 1) has red 
hair and is dressed in outfit #74, a party dress from the Talon Zipper series. 
Comes with pink hat and matching purse, vinyl shoes. Condition: hair has been 
played with. Doll needs restringing. Scrape on right knee. Doll 2) has blonde hair 
and is dressed in tagged 1954 outfit #55 from the "Candy Dandy Series"and 
comes with hat, vinyl shoes. Condition: hair has been played with. Doll 3) has 
blonde braids and is dressed in tagged 1955 outfit #83 from the "Bon Bon Series" 
. Comes with hat, yellow GINNY parasol, vinyl shoes. Condition: hair has been 
played with and has loss. Overall - as stated. Outfits may not be complete. Age 
discoloration on wigs, clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3036 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) hard plastic Ginny dolls. All of the dolls are PL. (2) Are strung dolls, the 
other is a SLW. They are all dressed in the 1952 "Bridal Series" Bridesmaid dress, 
but of different colors. Doll 1) has brown braided hair, blue eyes and is wearing a 
blue gown with matching bonnet. Ivory oilcloth shoes. Condition: age loss on 
tulle. Hair has been restyled. Doll 2) has blonde hair, blue eyes and is wearing a 
tagged pink gown with matching bonnet. Gold oilcloth shoes. Condition: age loss 
on tulle. Hair has been played with. Doll 3) has blonde hair brown eyes and is 
wearing a tagged yellow gown with matching bonnet. Ivory cloth fuzzy sole 
slippers. Condition: age loss on tulle. Mold mark on right wrist. Hair has been 
played with/restyled. Overall - as stated. Outfits may not be complete. Age 
discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300
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3037 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) hard plastic Ginny dolls. (1) Doll is a PL strung. (2) Are ML SL Walkers. 
Doll 1) has blonde braids, blue eyes and is dressed in a tagged 1957 Red Velvet 
Formal outfit #7075. She carries a white muff that matches her white hat and 
capelet. Green vinyl shoes. Condition: hair has been played with and has loss. 
Loss on floral decoration. Doll 2) has auburn braids, blue eyes and is dressed in 
tagged 1957 outfit #7073. She carries a decorated white muff that matches her 
hat. Gold satin slippers. Condition: hair may have been rebraided. Doll 3) has 
blonde hair, brown eyes and is dressed in a tagged 1958 outfit #1390 with hat 
matching her jacket. Red vinyl shoes. Condition: hair has been combed. Lashes 
and brows are turning green. Overall - as stated. Outfits may not be complete. 
Some age discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3038 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) hard plastic Ginny dolls. All of the dolls have PL . (1) Is a SLW and the 
other (2) are strung. Doll 1) has red hair, blue eyes and is dressed in 1952 tagged 
Christine outfit from the "Frolicking Fables" Series. Decorated suede hat, black 
vinyl shoes. Condition: hair is in unplayed with condition. No panties. Doll 2) has 
blonde hair, brown eyes and is dressed in 1953 Hansel outfit #33. Suede hat 
matches his outfit. Black oilcloth center snap shoes. Condition: hair has been 
played with. Cheeks have been repainted. Color from pants has bled onto body. 
Age loss on clothing. Doll 3) has blonde hair, blue eyes and is dressed in 1953 
Gretel outfit #34. Suede hat, black vinyl shoes. Condition: hair may have been 
rebraided. No panties. Doll needs restringing. (This outfit is nearly identical to 
Doll #1 except that skirt is 1/2" shorter on this doll. ) Overall - as stated. Outfits 
may not be complete. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3039 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) hard plastic Ginny dolls that are dressed as "Bo Peep". All are strung PL 
dolls. All have center snap oilcloth shoes. Doll 1) is a redhead with brown eyes. 
Pink cotton print and taffeta dress with short cotton panties. Matching hat, pink 
shoes. Condition: hair has been played with. Doll 2) has brown hair, brown eyes. 
Dressed in 1952 PINK outfit from the "Frolicking Fables Series". Floral/solid 
taffeta outfit, pink shoes. Condition: hat is missing. Eyebrows and lashes are 
turning green. Hair appears uncombed. Doll 3) has blonde hair, blue eyes. 
Dressed in 1952 BLUE outfit from the "Frolicking Fables Series". Floral/sold 
taffeta outfit, felt hat, blue shoes. Condition: hair has been combed. Doll needs 
restringing. Overall - as stated. Outfits may not be complete. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

100 
300

3040 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) hard plastic Ginny dolls. (1) Doll has painted blue eyes and the others 
have sleep eyes with PL. All are strung. Doll 1) (painted eyes) blonde hair and is 
dressed in tagged 1950 "Cinderella" outfit with matching hat, silver oilcloth 
shoes. Condition: hair has been played with. Doll 2) blonde hair, brown eyes and 
is dressed in tagged 1950 "Queen of Hearts" outfit #2. Plastic "I Love You" red 
heart attached to cape. Paper crown. Gold center snap oilcloth shoes. Condition: 
hair is uncombed. Doll 3) is a mystery. Brown hair, brown eyes and very pale 
coloring. Dressed in an original unmarked 3 pc. outfit made from the same fabric 
as the "Ring bearer" clothing. Cape, dress, panties. (1) Pink oilcloth shoe marked 
Fairy Godmother. Star wand. Condition: hair restyled. Overall - as stated. Age 
discoloration, loss on clothing. Outfits may not be complete. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

100 
300

3041 VOGUE DOLL 
LOT.

Lot of (3) hard plastic Ginny dolls. All of the dolls are strung with PL. Doll 1) 
blonde hair, blue eyes and dressed in tagged 1953 Rainbow Ballerina outfit #45 
from the "Gadabout Series". Floral coronet on head (not completely original). 
Replaced pink satin ballet slippers. Condition: brows and lashes are turning 
green. Hair played with. Age loss to clothing. Doll 2) blonde hair, blue eyes. 
Dressed in tagged 1952 outfit #86 Pink Poodle coat with matching hat from 
"Ginny Series". This is over an unmarked "Talon Zipper" dress. Condition: hair has 
been combed/played with. No shoes/socks. Age discoloration on clothing. Doll 3) 
red hair, brown eyes. Dressed in tagged 1952 dress, matching pants, straw hat. 
Pink oilcloth center snap shoes. Pink taffeta tagged petticoat. Extra decorated 
straw hat comes in this lot. Condition: hair has not been combed. Age loss on 
shoes. Age discoloration on clothing. Overall - as stated. Outfits may not be 
complete. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3042 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

Pair of MARY HOYER dolls in tagged clothing. Both have blue eyes. Platinum 
blonde - in ballet dress, clear F&B shoes. Brunette - pink satin gown w/matching 
parasol. NO shoes. Additional tagged wedding gown? Condition: hair on both 
combed. Brunette's hair is stiff. Some surface soil on plastic. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

100 
300
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3043 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

Pair of MARY HOYER dolls in dotted Swiss dresses. Both have blue eyes. Platinum 
blonde - unmarked pink gown w/matching parasol. Oilcloth shoes. Redhead - 
tagged short turquoise dress and tagged black slip. Satin shoes. Additional tagged 
gown. Condition: hair on both combed. Redhead's hair is stiff. Some surface soil 
on plastic. Age discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3044 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

Pair of MARY HOYER dolls. Platinum blonde - brown eyes. Tagged black/white 
princess dress, matching hat, tagged petticoat. Satin shoes. Brunette - blue eyes. 
Unmarked pink gown, NO pants, (1) silver sandal (damage). Additional tagged red 
dress, unmarked white gown. Condition: hair on both combed and stiff. Age loss
/discoloration on clothing. Some surface soil on plastic. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3045 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

Pair of dolls in tagged clothing. Both dolls have blue eyes. Marked MARY HOYER: 
Platinum blonde - in aqua gown/matching parasol. Gold mules. Unmarked doll 
with circle only on back. Honey blonde - lace gown. NO panties, (1) suede shoe. 
Additional tagged coral gown. Condition: hair on both restyled. Honey blonde 
hair is stiff. Age loss/discoloration on clothing. Some surface soil on plastic. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3046 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

Pair of MARY HOYER dolls. Both dolls have blue eyes. Platinum blonde - tagged 
blue gown, NO panties. Black oilcloth shoes. Redhead - tagged coral dotted Swiss 
gown, (feathers in hair), tagged petticoat, pink oilcloth shoes. Additional (2) 
tagged petticoats -black and white. Unmarked white wedding gown? Condition: 
hair on both restyled. Age loss/discoloration on clothing. Some surface soil on 
plastic. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3047 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

Lot of MARY HOYER accessories. Tagged 3 pc. blue velveteen coat hat, handbag. 
Tagged aqua velveteen coat. Pair of terry cloth mules. (6) Parasols - (2) pink, (2) 
lavender, (2) blue. Condition: age loss/discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
150

3048 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

Pair of 14" ARRANBEE dolls. Both are dressed as ballerinas and have floss wigs. 
Platinum blonde doll - tagged "Nancy Lee". Beautiful uncombed hair and cheek 
coloring. Pink dress and panties, satin slippers, flowers in hair. Honey blonde doll 
with beautiful uncombed hair. Yellow dress, panties. flowers in hair. Gold foil 
slippers. Condition: age loss/discoloration on clothing. Surface soil on plastic of 
yellow doll.

100 
300

3049 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

This is an original owner doll. MARY HOYER doll in OB. Blue eyes, beautiful 
coloring. Honey blonde wig is uncombed (but flat from being in box). Dressed in 
unmarked ballet dress, silver foil slippers. Condition: as stated. Smear of eye 
shadow over right eye. Box lid has age loss. Doll appears to never been played 
with.

100 
300

3050 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

This is an original owner doll. MARY HOYER doll in OB. Blue eyes, beautiful 
coloring. Uncombed brown wig. Dressed in tagged wedding gown with veil, 
tagged petticoat, ivory oilcloth shoes. Condition: Box lid has minor age loss. Doll 
appears to never have been played with.

100 
300

3051 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

Lot of (3) 14" dolls. (2) Of the dolls are marked MARY HOYER. They all have blue 
eyes. Mary Hoyer - Doll 1) has honey blonde hair which has been restyled. 
Dressed in newer outfit made from the Hoyer patterns. Doll 2) has dark brown 
hair and has been redressed. Doll 3) is marked Made in USA but has the Mary 
Hoyer face. Blonde hair has been restyled. Dressed in ballet tutu (made from a 
kit?) Condition: this doll has an eye that is off center. All of the dolls have newer 
shoes. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300
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3052 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

Pair of Madame Alexander dolls in OB. 8" 1956-1965 Wendy-Kins Bride #670. 
1957 -1963 Cissette #745 dressed in pink ruffled gown, gold high heel sandals. 
Both dolls have hang tags.

100 
300

3053 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

20" Madame Alexander "Cissy" doll. 1961 "Godey Cissy" redhead from the 
Portrait Series. All original tagged clothing, decorated bonnet. Pink heels. Hang 
tag. Condition: split on neck seam under right ear. Age loss on bonnet tulle. 
Missing - diamond ring. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3054 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

Pair of marked MARY HOYER dolls. Doll 1) has honey blonde hair and blue eyes. 
She is wearing a tagged taffeta dress with gold stars. Condition: hair has been 
combed/played with. Dol 2) l with caracul wig has brown eyes. Tartan outfit is 
unmarked and may have been made from a kit as it has the plaid bag to go with 
it. Condition: lashes missing from (1) eye. This lot also comes with a tagged 
chiffon daisy gown. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3055 DOLLS OF THE 
1950's-60's.

Pair of dolls. 14" Marked MARY HOYER doll with blonde hair, blue eyes. Dressed 
in tagged cotton dress. Newer pants, shoes. Comes with a pair of red oilcloth high 
top roller skates. 18" EFFANBEE Honey doll with blue eyes, platinum blonde hair. 
Cotton organdy dress appears to be original. Pink center snap oilcloth shoes. 
Condition: hair on both dolls has been played with. Hoyer hair has been restyled.

100 
300

3056
WAX OVER 
PAPIER 
MACHE DOLL.

16" Unmarked wax over papier mache shoulder head doll. Blue sleep eyes, closed 
mouth, honey blonde mohair braided wig. Original excelsior stuffed cloth body. 
Papier mache lower arms and legs with painted boots. Dressed in antique cotton 
clothing: 2 pc. ivory polka dot dress with ruched hem. Petticoat, chemise, 
pantalets. Condition: small cracks in neck area. Age discoloration on clothing. 
Boots have been repainted.

50 
200

3057
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS

19" 1928 All original tagged Horsman "Baby Dimples". Marked (copyright) E.I.H. 
Co. INC. Blue tin sleep eyes, open mouth, painted blonde hair. Composition head, 
arms, lower legs. Cloth body. Dressed in original tagged white cotton clothing - 
dress, 1 pc. under garment bonnet. Oilcloth booties may not be original. 
Condition: legs have been professionally restored. Age loss to ribbon on bonnet 
and booties.

50 
200

3058
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

23" Unmarked life-size baby doll. Composition shoulder head, arms and legs. 
Cloth body. Blue tin sleep eyes, painted blonde hair. Dressed in 1940's baby 
dress, matching petticoat, bonnet, pantaloons, knit booties. Condition: this doll 
has been beautifully professionally restored. It is being sold AS IS.

50 
200
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3059
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

20" All original tagged Madame Hendren "Waukantauk (baby) Doll". Marked on 
back A.M. (copyright) Co. Paper tag, Brass coin reads: Madame Hendren Talking 
and Walking Doll. GOOD LUCK. Keep this coin and Good Luck will follow you. Blue 
tin sleep eyes, open mouth, honey blonde human hair wig. Composition shoulder 
head, lower arms. Flesh tone cloth body is stamped Genuine "Madame Hendren" 
19 Made in U.S.A. . Dressed in cotton clothing of the period. Black oilcloth ankle 
strap shoes (are marked on soles: From My Dad - Art Berry - January 24, 1925). 
Condition: crack over right eye; small crack(s) on each arm. Otherwise, doll is 
very clean and in nice condition.

50 
200

3060
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

20" All original TAGGED 1937 Walt Disney's "DOPEY" doll . Composition head and 
hands. Cloth body. All original clothing. HANG TAG reads: Snow White and The 
Seven Dwarfs, 1937, Ideal Novelty and Toy Co. Condition: paint loss on eyes, left 
hand. Crazing, cracks. Age discoloration/loss on clothing. Overall for the age, doll 
is in nice condition.

300 
500

3061
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

15" All original Madame Alexander 1937 tagged "McGuffey Ana" doll. Honey 
blonde human hair braided wig. Eyes have good color. All original clothing, shoes. 
(Hat is of the right period but may not be original.) Condition: crazing, fine cracks.

100 
300

3062
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

14" All original Madame Alexander 1939 tagged "Sonja Henie" doll. Honey blonde 
mohair wig. Eyes have good color. All original clothing, skates. Body is marked 
Wendy-Ann. Doll has a swivel waist. Condition: crazing. Age discoloration on 
clothing.

100 
300

3063
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

18" All original Madame Alexander 1939 tagged "Sonja Henie" doll. Honey blonde 
uncombed human hair wig. (1) Eye is losing color, the other is not. All original 
clothing, gold foil boots. Condition: as stated. crazing. Minor paint loss on lips. 
Chip on underside of right hand (finger). Skate blades are missing from boots.

100 
300

3064
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

16" All original Ideal tagged "Shirley Temple" doll. Honey blonde uncombed 
mohair wig. Eyes have good color. All original clothing, shoes, "World's Darling" 
pin. Condition: crazing.

100 
300

3065
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

Pair of Effanbee Patsy Family dolls, 19" "Patsy-Ann" dolls. Doll 1) has painted 
hair. Replaced vintage clothing, shoes. Condition: paint touch up on face and 
hair. Doll 2) has blonde human hair wig. Brass heart bracelet. Replaced vintage 
clothing, original shoes. Condition: (1) eye has lost color. Hair has been cut and is 
thin. Age loss on shoes, clothes. Overall on both dolls: crazing. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

100 
300
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3066
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

Pair of dolls. Both dolls have blue eyes, closed mouths, 5 pc. toddler bodies and 
appear to be wearing original clothing. Doll 1) 15" 10? (German?) has sleep eyes, 
original brown synthetic wig. Replaced shoes/socks. Condition: wig is thin. Doll 2) 
18" Unmarked (Italian?) doll has flirty sleep eyes, original honey blonde human 
hair wig. Shoes appear to be original.

100 
300

3067
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

21" Unmarked (German) doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, honey blonde 
braided human hair wig. (This looks like a K*R - mark may be under wig which is 
tightly glued down). 5 Pc. toddler body. Dressed in antique white cotton dress, 
lovely eyelet petticoat, pantaloons, socks. Newer shoes. Condition: nothing 
observed on doll. Age loss to silk ribbon sash.

100 
300

3068
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION
/TYPE DOLLS.

23" A.M. 29668/11 doll with a composite type head. Blue flirty sleep eyes, open 
mouth, synthetic wig (which appears to be original. 5 Pc. toddler body. Working 
crier. Dressed in vintage clothing, shoes. Condition: rubs on cheek.

100 
300

3069
LOT OF NATIVE 
AMERICAN 
DOLLS.

91/2" Navajo rug weaver. 91/2" Skookum. 14" Hand painted cloth doll. (2) 
Seminole Indian dolls 5 1/2" marked KIMCRAFT, 9". 8" Tagged all leather 
Blackfeet Northern Plains doll, Certified Indian Enterprise. Beaded decoration. 8 1
/2" Unidentified cloth doll. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3070
LOT OF NATIVE 
AMERICAN 
DOLLS.

Lot of (6) dolls with composite heads. All of the dolls are 8 1/2"- 9". Each one has 
either beading or other designs on clothing. One of these is tagged Chief Seattle 
with leather fringed clothing. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3071
LOT OF NATIVE 
AMERICAN 
DOLLS.

Lot of (5) dolls. 9 1/2" Tagged Skookum. 10" Skookum type with celluloid head. 
10" Stockinette doll with painted features. Pair of 8 1/2" dolls with leather heads, 
leather/cloth clothing and beadwork detail. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3072 LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

8" (Mark illegible) composite head Island Lady doll with stationary eyes, closed 
mouth, 5 pc. papier mache body. 11" Tagged KIMCRAFT male Organ Grinder with 
monkey on arm. 10" Cloth lady doll with painted features holding a cotton boll. 
10" Cloth lady doll with embroidered features holding a broom. Condition: this 
lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3073
LOT OF 
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTIES.

Lot of (9) novelty whisk brooms. Tops include (6) china lady half dolls. (1) Is a 
deco style; a Japanese lady; a Dutch head. (Germany, Japan). (2) China dog 
heads. (Germany.) (1) Has a collar that reads: Chicago World's Fair, 1934. 
Composition Scottish lass. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3074
LOT OF 
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTIES.

Lot of ladies'/children's hankies. Cotton and silk. (51) Single hankies, (3) lots of 
multiple groupings, (3) boxed silk, (3) boxed with animals. Subjects: children 
playing, football, Fairy Tales/stories, animals, circus, days of the week, cartoon 
figures, etc. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200
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3075
LOT OF 
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTIES.

Lot of holiday and novelty. Christmas - (3) prs. of mini socks. (3) Sheep. (2) 
Santas. Snow figure. China sledder. Other - card of painted metal butterflies. Pair 
of bisque ballerina candle holders for a child's birthday cake. Strip of trim for 
childrens'/doll clothing. Pair of 3 1/2" tagged Austrian Peter hedgehogs. 5 1/2" 
Antique bisque head doll dressed in wool animal costume. Condition: this lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3076
LOT OF 
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTIES.

Lot of (6) vintage figural pin cushions. Metal - Scottie dog, Dachshund, Cat, 
Elephant with barrel (damage under arm). Wooden Bear with backpack. 1830's? 
Painted bucket that opens and reveals mirror and storage. Condition: as stated. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3077
LOT OF 
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTIES.

Lot of (11) figural vintage celluloid/plastic tape measures. (2) Pigs. Swordfish, 
Florida. Baby on potty, Florida Gulf Beaches. Fez. (3) Native American Indians. 
Colonial Lady. Dutch Girl holding fish. Musketeer Trumpeter (damage). Condition: 
as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3078
LOT OF 
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTIES.

Lot of (11) vintage/antique figural sewing implements. Antique - Velvet needle & 
thimble book. Cloth shoe needle holder (age loss to silk ribbons). Wooden 
painted man needle holder. German bisque googly eye child with wheelbarrow 
pin cushion. Tape measures - German china colonial lady. Vintage - Metal drum 
with thermometer on one side, mirror on the other and tape measure on the 
bottom. Pair of metal irons that have the pincushions on top, tape measures on 
backs. (3) Cloth animals: mouse. Ivory dog with glass eye - (1) eye missing, 
damage. Yellow dog with glass eyes. Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

50 
200

3079
LOT OF 
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTIES.

Lot of (16) china/bisque half dolls. German and Japanese. (4) Ladies with molded 
hats. (2) Ladies with molded fans, (1) is bisque. (2) With mohair wigs, (1) missing 
her wig. (2) Lady clowns. (1) Child clown head. (1) Pierrot head. (2) Ladies with 
painted beads/headband in hair. (1) Lady with arms away from body, feather in 
hair. (1) Set of pink china legs. Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3080
LOT OF 
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTIES.

Lot of (15) china half dolls. German and Japanese. (2) Ladies with arms away from 
body, (1) child with arms away. (3) Ladies with nothing in hair. (6) Ladies with 
molded hats (1-damaged base). (2) Ladies with headbands. (1) Lady holding fan 
mounted on pin cushion base. Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3081
LOT OF 
CELLULOID 
DOLLS.

Lot. 13 1/2" All original French lady doll dressed in provincial costume. Condition: 
age discoloration on clothing. Also - 17" reproduction Windsor chair with writing 
table, drawer under seat.

50 
200

3082
LOT OF 
CELLULOID 
DOLLS.

Lot of (27) celluloid dolls 3 1/2" - 5". German and Japanese. (19) Dolls in OB. 
"Little Boy Tennis Players" (seam split). (3) Little German children in traditional 
clothing. Kewpie doll. (3) Baby dolls. Child doll. Also - (3) small plastic dolls. 
Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3083

LOT OF 
CELLULOID 
ANIMALS
/OTHER.

Lot of celluloid animals - cow, sheep, bear, goat, dogs, pig, elephants. Celluloid 
mini rolly dollys Also, hard plastic animal/other charms. Glass animal charms. 
Fruit buttons. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3084 BOUDOIR 
DOLLS.

Pair of 30" all cloth boudoir dolls. These two dolls are a matching pair with hand 
painted features, hair lashes, mohair wigs. Their outfits match in style, gold silk 
shoes. Brunette doll is wearing a pale green taffeta gown, bonnet. Condition: age 
loss on lace, discoloration on clothing. Blonde doll is wearing a pale pink silk 
taffeta gown, bonnet. Condition: major age loss to all of the silk. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

100 
300
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3085 BOUDOIR 
DOLLS.

Pair of dolls. Both dolls have cloth bodies. Doll 1) 28" with cloth mask face, hand 
painted features, ivory curly mohair wig. Dressed in pink/lilac crepe dress with 
rows of ruching trim. Gold oilcloth shoes. Doll 2) 37" with composite shoulder 
head and lower arms. Molded features (only lips have a slight bit of color). NO 
wig. Dressed in gold moire dress, gold metallic lace and turquoise silk trims. Black 
silk shoes. Condition: both dolls have age loss to clothing. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

100 
300

3086 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

18 1/2" All original "Polly Heckewelder" 1930's-1940's doll made by the Moravian 
Church Ladies, Bethlehem, PA. Hair and features have been inked and then 
colored in. Blonde hair, blue eyes. Blue chambray dress, bonnet and white dimity 
apron. Ivory oilcloth shoes. Condition: some age discoloration on clothing.

100 
300

3087 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

18" All original "Polly Heckwelder" 1960's-1970's doll made by the Moravian 
Church Ladies, Bethlehem, PA. Hair and features have been hand painted. Brown 
hair, brown eyes. Pink/white gingham dress, solid pink bonnet, white dimity 
dress, knit over bonnet. Black oilcloth shoes. Condition: minor age discoloration.

100 
300

3088 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

17" Felt caricature doll. It appears to be of David Lloyd George, Prime Minister of 
Britain from 1916 to 1922, whose white hair and moustache were notable. He 
was famous as a Welsh politician, but was involved in some scandals. All felt 
construction. Condition: age loss, discoloration on clothing. Moth damage on 
bottom of shoes. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3089 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

18" Unmarked Lenci/type all felt 18th Century gentleman. Hand painted features 
on mask face. White mohair wig. Swivel neck and jointed arms. No actual body, 
coat forms what appears to be a tea cozy. Condition: moth damage, age 
discoloration and loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3090

LOT OF 
VINTAGE 
STEIFF, 
SCHUCO.

Pair of Steiff mohair animals - 5" marked "Perri" Squirrel holding a pinecone. 
Black glass eyes. Raised silver button. 6 1/2" Gray striped Cat with swivel neck, 
green glass eyes. Tag on leg reads: Made in US Zone Germany. Condition: loss of 
some mohair on both animals. Cat is missing whiskers. Schuco - 9 1/2" mohair 
"Yes-No" Monkey with rust mohair, brown glass eyes. Camel felt face, hands and 
feet. Condition: minor loss to mohair. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3091

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (18) antique white cotton doll dresses. 8" - 16". This lot is being sold AS IS. 50 
200

3092

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (9) antique printed cotton/wool; solid color doll skirts. 6" - 12". Also, lot of 
(7) pcs. of antique printed aprons, pinafores, panties, etc. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

30 
100

3093

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (19) antique white cotton (inc. 1-wool) doll petticoats. 4" - 8". (1) Has 
matching pantaloons with it. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200
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3094

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (19) antique white cotton (inc. 1-wool) doll petticoats. 8 1/2" - 10". This lot 
is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3095

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (10) antique/vintage coats/dresses that come with a matching hat. (5) 
Coats - corduroy, cotton and wool. (5) Dresses - cotton. This lot is being sold AS IS.

30 
100

3096

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique/vintage outfits that have two or more pieces. Wool - coat/dress. 
Coat/hat. Cotton - dress/vest. Dress/pants. Skirt/vest/cowboy boots. Floral skirt
/bodice. Skirt/bodice/belt. Flannel - skirt/bodice (this outfit is 12"-13"). Silk - skirt
/bodice. Condition: age loss on silk. Discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

30 
100

3097

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (11) antique patterned doll dresses. 8 1/2" - 12 1/2". (1) Silk, (10) cotton. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

30 
100

3098

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (7) antique solid color dresses. (5) Cotton, (2) wool. 12" - 17" . This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

30 
100

3099

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (10) antique patterned doll dresses. 14" - 16 1/2". (1) Wool, (1) silk, (8) 
cotton. (1) Is a 2 pc. dress. (2) Have trains. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3100

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (9) antique doll petticoats. (1) Pink, (2) wool, (6) cotton. 10 1/2" - 13". This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

30 
100

3101

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (10) antique solid color dresses. (9) Cotton, (1) wool. 6" - 12". This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

30 
100

3102

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (11) antique robes, coats, jackets. Cotton, velvet, corduroy, flannel, wool, 
jacquard. 6" - 14". This lot is being sold AS IS.

30 
100

3103

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of misc. antique clothing. (6) Aprons/pinafores. (2) Bodices. (6) Jackets/coats. 
Salesman's sample shirt. White skirt. Silk, cotton, wool, flannel. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

30 
100

3104

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique white cotton clothing. This clothing is of various sizes. (5) Prs. 
pantaloons. Bodice, undershirt. (10) Full petticoats. (3) Pinafores. Bib - 
embroidered with "Odette" and mice. Fancy pulled thread bib. Embroidered 
apron with matching hat. This lot is being sold AS IS.

30 
100
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3105

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique/vintage coats, capes. (6) Capes, (1) cape with hat, (1) hooded cape. 
Hooded coat. Coat with hat. Wool, cotton, velvet. Various sizes. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

30 
100

3106

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (9) antique/vintage dresses. 9 1/2" - 13 1/2" Cotton, wool, flannel. (1) 
Dress has a matching coat. This lot is being sold AS IS.

30 
100

3107

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (7) antique/vintage jackets, coats. 5 1/2" - 12". Cotton, wool, faux fur. (1) 
Has a leather belt, (1) has a capelet attached. This lot is being sold AS IS.

30 
100

3108

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique white cotton underwear. (20) Petticoats inc. (2) flannel. 3" - 11". 
(3) Pantaloons. (1)Teddy. Bodice. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3109

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique white cotton baby doll dresses, petticoats/ slips, undershirts. (10) 
Dresses/type. (2) Long petticoats. (12) Other misc. pieces. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

30 
100

3110

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (7) white cotton petticoats - 5" - 14 1/2". (2) Wool hats. (3) Cotton dresses 
7 1/2", 11 1/2" floral, 17" white coat dress. Condition: some age discoloration. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3111

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (18) antique/vintage full slips. (17) Are white cotton and (1) is wool. 6" - 16 
1/2". This lot is being sold AS IS.

30 
100

3112

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (21) antique white cotton panties/pantaloons. 3" - 12". This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

50 
200

3113

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (15) antique white cotton petticoats. 3" - 9". This lot is being sold AS IS. 30 
100

3114

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (14) misc antique white cotton pcs. of underwear. Full petticoats with 
attached panties. Under shirts/bodices/camisoles. (3) All in one teddies. This lot 
is being sold AS IS.

30 
100

3115

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (10) antique white cotton petticoats. 9" - 19". This lot is being sold AS IS. 50 
200
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3116
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

13" All original tagged Ideal " Shirley Temple" doll. Honey blonde uncombed 
mohair wig. Dressed in tagged dimity dress under an organdy apron. Original 
"The World's Darling" pin. 1 Pc. undergarment. Ivory oilcloth shoes, rayon socks. 
Condition: crazing, fine cracks. Eyes starting to lose their color. Still, a beautiful 
doll.

100 
300

3117
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

18" All original tagged Ideal "Shirley Temple" doll. Honey blonde mohair wig is 
uncombed but flat. Dressed in tagged dimity dress. 1 Pc. under garment. Ivory 
oilcloth shoes, rayon socks. Condition: crazing, fine cracks. Eyes are losing their 
color.

100 
300

3118
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

14" All original Effanbee "Skippy" doll. Painted features and hair. Composition 
head, arms and legs which have been painted black to resemble boots and socks. 
2 Pc. blue sailor suit and white hat which is stamped U.S. NAVY. Condition: 
crazing. Crack on mold line on head. Legs may have had some repaint (loss on 
shoes). This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3119
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

11" All original tagged Madame Alexander "Scarlett O'Hara" doll. Black 
uncombed human hair wig. Dressed in floral dimity dress, hoop skirt petticoat, 
pantaloons, straw wide brimmed hat. Green oilcloth shoes. Comes with an added 
mini volume of "Gone With The Wind" book. Condition: crazing. Eyes are losing 
their color. Note: clothing on this doll is very pretty and colorful.

100 
300

3120
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

16" 1949-1951 All original tagged Madame Alexander "Butch" doll. Brown sleep 
eyes, honey blonde mohair wig. Dressed in 1 pc. striped knit shirt and blue cotton 
pants. NO shoes. He is holding a tagged 4" HERMANN beige mohair rabbit with 
brown glass eyes. Condition: doll - crazing. Hair has been played with. Rabbit - 
age loss on mohair.

100 
300

3121
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

Lot of (4) Effanbee dolls. (3) Patsyette dolls. All of them have painted brown side 
glance eyes and are wearing either original or clothing of the period. (2) Have red 
oilcloth shoes. (2) Have painted hair, (1) a blonde mohair braided wig. Also, Baby 
Tinyette with painted blue eyes, blonde hair. Vintage romper. Condition: crazing, 
fine cracks (on mohair wig doll). Paint loss on eyes, other areas. Age loss on 
clothing/shoes.

100 
300

3122
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

Pair of dolls. Both dolls have painted features, hair. They appear to be dressed in 
original clothing, shoes. 13" Unmarked Kewpie dressed in a floral romper. 13 1/2" 
E.I.H. Co. character doll designed by Grace G. Drayton. Cloth torso with 
composition head and limbs. Dressed in floral cotton/organdy dress, pale blue 
oilcloth shoes. (Panties are probably not original to doll.) Condition: crazing. Paint 
loss on eyes of 13 1/2" doll.

100 
300

3123
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

Lot of (4) 12 1/2" Campbell Kids dolls. Unmarked, but made by E.I. Horsman in 
1948. These dolls all have painted features with side glance eyes and have the 
molded bobbed hair, shoes and socks. (1) Doll appears to be wearing original 
clothing. The other have been redressed. Condition: crazing, fine cracks. Some 
repair/repaint on (2) of the dolls. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300
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3124
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

Lot of (3) Effanbee dolls. Pair of Patsy dolls with painted hair. Doll 1) has painted 
brown eyes and may be wearing original clothing, newer shoes. Condition: 
crazing, minor paint loss. Doll 2) has blue sleep eyes, has her brass heart 
necklace. She is wearing vintage clothing, ivory oilcloth shoes. Condition: good 
eye coloring. Also, Patricia with sleep eyes brown human hair wig. Clothing and 
red oilcloth shoes appear original. Brass heart bracelet. Condition: crazing. Eyes 
have lost their color. Age loss to shoes. This doll needs to be restrung. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3125
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS

Pair of 1939-1949 Effanbee 16" Baby Bright Eyes dolls. Both have blue sleep eyes, 
painted brown hair Composition head, limbs; pink cloth torsos. Dressed in what 
may be original clothing. Boy is in a romper with black patent shoes. He also has 
flirty eyes. Girl is in a dress with ivory suede shoes. Condition: faint crazing.

100 
300

3126
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

Pair of Effanbee child dolls. 18 1/2" 1925 Rosemary shoulder head doll with sleep 
eyes, open mouth, brown braided human hair wig. Cloth torso with composition 
limbs. Dressed in (floral dimity) clothing of the period, replaced brown leather 
shoes. 19" Patsy-Ann all composition doll with sleep eyes, curly auburn mohair 
wig. Original tagged cotton outfit. Aqua oilcloth shoes, matching rayon socks. 
Condition: crazing. Eyes have lost their color. Age loss/discoloration on clothing. 
Doll needs to be restrung.

100 
300

3127 LOT OF METAL 
HEAD DOLLS.

Lot of (3) dolls. Pair of 11" Minerva Germany 2 & 3. # 2 Has a newer cloth body. 
#3 Has composition lower arms and original cloth body. Both are wearing vintage 
clothing. 18 1/2" 1920's Unmarked doll with molded loop in hair for bow, sleep 
eyes. Cloth torso, composition limbs. Replaced clothing. Condition: crazing. on 
limbs. Repaint on #2 doll and 18 1/2" doll. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3128 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

Pair of Mollye dolls. Doll 1) 12" tagged MOLLYE "Marl, A Swiss Lass-7" in OB. 
Honey blonde mohair bangs. Condition: box has age loss. Doll is MINT. 14" 
Tagged MOLLY'ES Hungarian Lady with black yarn hair. NO box. Condition: age 
fading/discoloration on clothing.

50 
200

3129 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

Pair of European dolls. Lot of Becassine. 13 1/2" Tagged Georgene Novelties 1953 
doll. Condition: age discoloration/fading on clothing. Comes with 4" x 6 1/2" 
carved wooden panel of Becassine by artist Ro Rail '06. (3) Plastoy novelty 
figures. Made in France. 11 1/2" Tagged Magiurin (Lenci type), Torino (Italy). Felt 
molded mask face with brown mohair wig. All original clothing. Condition: minor 
age discoloration on clothing.

100 
300

3130 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS. 9" Liberty of London "Beefeater" doll. All original. 50 

200

3131 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

Lot of (3) early cloth items. 7 1/2" "KAPTIN KIDDO" The Hero Doll. 1909, by The 
Dolly Company, Philadelphia, PA. OB. Condition: age loss to box. Replaced hat. 7 1
/2" Printed cloth doll marked: Patent Applied For - Trade Mark Registered. 6 1/2" 
Printed cloth dog marked (but illegible). Condition: age discoloration, fading. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3132 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

Pair of all original Georgene mask face dolls with painted features, yarn hair. 15" 
Little LuLu. Condition: rubs on face. Minor surface soil on body. 12 1/2" MINT 
child doll.

50 
200
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3133 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

This is an original family owned doll. 13" All original Madame Alexander 1940 - 
1942 Susie Q doll. Mask face doll with yellow yarn hair. Wool and cotton clothing 
with pressed hat. Original tag has been cut off. Condition: age discoloration/loss 
on clothing. Loss on back of hair (probably from removing hat and putting it back 
on repeatedly). Still, very cute!

100 
300

3134 LOT OF RAVCA. Lot of (4) tagged male dolls 7 1/2" - 9". Poland, Normandy, Monaco, Switzerland - 
Canton of Berne. Condition: minor age discoloration, loss.

50 
200

3135 LOT OF RAVCA.
Lot of (4) 10" peasants. (3 Have walking sticks. Both men are dressed identically. 
Condition: loss on (2) hands but no damage on faces. Some age discoloration
/fading on clothing.

50 
200

3136 LOT OF RAVCA.
Lot of (4) 10" peasants. The men have walking sticks. They are both dressed in 
blue artist smocks, black felt hats. The women have tall hats. Condition: (2) hands 
have age loss. Clothing has minor age loss, discoloration.

50 
200

3137 LOT OF RAVCA.
Lot of (4) 10" peasant ladies from Nice. All of them have red/white stripe skirts, 
white blouses, flat woven straw hats. Condition: age loss on (2) hands, (2) faces. 
Minor age discoloration on clothing.

50 
200

3138 LOT OF RAVCA.
Lot of (5) 9 1/2" - 10" peasant dolls. Man in blue artist smock with walking stick 
(age loss on pants). (4) Ladies (1-has damage on apron). Condition: as stated. (2) 
Hands have age loss, (3) faces have age loss. Minor age discoloration.

50 
200

3139 LOT OF RAVCA.
Presidential couple. 9"- 9 1/2". President and General Dwight David Eisenhower 
(1890-1961) and Mrs. Mamie Eisenhower. 34th President of the United States 
1953-1961. Condition: age discoloration on clothing.

50 
200

3140 LOT OF RAVCA.
Presidential couple. 9"- 9 1/2". President Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826) and Mrs. 
Martha Jefferson. 3rd President of the United States 1801-1809. Condition: age 
discoloration on clothing.

50 
200

3141 LOT OF RAVCA.
Presidential couple. 8 1/2" - 9", President John Quincy Adams (1767-1848) and 
Mrs. Louisa Catherine Adams. 6th President of the United States 1825-1829. 
Condition: age discoloration on clothing.

50 
200
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3142 LOT OF RAVCA.
Presidential couple. 8" - 9". President George Washington (1732 - 1799) and Mrs. 
Martha Dandridge Washington (1731 - 1802). 1st President of the United States 
1789-1797. Condition: age discoloration on clothing.

50 
200

3143 LOT OF RAVCA.
Presidential couple. 8 1/2". President Martin VanBuren (1782-1862) and Mrs. 
Hannah VanBuren. 8th President of the United States (1837-1841). Condition: 
age discoloration on clothing.

50 
200

3144 LOT OF RAVCA.
Presidential couple. 8 1/2" - 9". President Thomas Woodrow Wilson (1856-1924) 
and Mrs. Edith Wilson. 28th President of the United States (1913-1921). 
Condition: age discoloration on clothing.

50 
200

3145 LOT OF RAVCA.
Presidential couple. 8 1/2" - 9". President John Adams (735-1826) and Mrs. 
Abigail Adams (mother of John Quincy Adams). 2nd President of the United 
States (1797-1801). Condition: age discoloration on clothing.

50 
200

3146 LOT OF RAVCA. Pair of 18" dolls. British General from the Revolutionary War. 1750 Lady. 
Condition: age discoloration on clothing.

100 
300

3147 LOT OF RAVCA. Lot of (10) Ravca heads. 2 1/4" - 7". The 7" shoulder head is marked Adelaide 
Saxe Meimuger? Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3148 SCHOENHUT 
LOT.

14" Schoenhut Model No. 1718W walking toddler doll with painted blue eyes, 
Tosca mohair wig. Oval decal on back of torso. No original clothing, shoes. 
Condition: no repaint visible. Crazing, fine cracks, paint loss. Replaced wig. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300
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3149 SCHOENHUT 
LOT.

14" Schoenhut Model No. 313 doll with painted blue eyes. Incised mark on back 
of torso. Brown mohair wig (may be original but no nails found). No original 
clothing, oilcloth shoes. Condition: wig has been cut and is very worn on back. No 
repaint visible on head but repaint on lower arms. Paint loss on face, hands. This 
doll is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3150 SCHOENHUT 
LOT.

15" Schoenhut Model No. 316 "Miss Dolly". Painted brown eyes, open/closed 
mouth with teeth showing. Replaced dark brown human hair wig. Incised mark 
on back of torso. No original clothing, shoes. Redressed in vintage clothing, new 
pink leather shoes. Condition: head has been repainted. Crazing, cracks under 
repaint. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3151 SCHOENHUT 
LOT.

15" Schoenhut Model No. 312? doll with brown intaglio eyes. Replaced blonde 
mohair braided wig. Incised mark on back of torso. No original clothing or shoes. 
Redressed in vintage clothing. Condition: as stated. Head has been repainted. 
Other parts of body have had paint touch up. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3152 SCHOENHUT 
LOT.

Pair of Schoenhut dolls. 16" Model No. 301 with brown intaglio eyes, tosca 
mohair wig. Faint incised mark on back of torso. No original clothing or shoes but 
dressed in a vintage copy of an original outfit. Condition: wig has been cut. 
Crazing, paint loss on face. No visible repaint on head but repaint on hands. Also, 
13" Model No. 107W "Nature Baby". Painted blue eyes (the only original paint on 
doll), tosca mohair wig. No clothing. Condition: doll has been completely 
repainted. Right foot is loose. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3153

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Pair of character baby/toddler. Both dolls have mohair wigs, 5 pc. papier mache 
bodies. 8" 150 MADE IN GERMANY WELSCH 8/0, blue sleep eyes, open mouth, 
brown wig, toddler body. Dressed in antique wool knit outfit. Condition: wig is 
very securely glued down. Black kiln specks. Missing (1) bootie. Age loss to 
clothing. 12" K&H GERMANY 161-1 baby with stationary brown eyes, open
/closed mouth, blonde curly mohair wig. Head has the cutout on front to 
accommodate wooden bellows in head; 1/2" hole in back of head. Bent limb 
baby body. Dressed in contemporary clothing, ivory leather shoes. Condition: 
chip on rim edge. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3154

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Pair of character baby/toddler dolls. Both dolls have 5 pc. papier mache bodies. 
8" GERMANY 239 0 solid dome baby doll with painted features, hair. Blue intaglio 
eyes, closed mouth. Bent limb baby body. Dressed in vintage dress. Condition: (1) 
leg does not match the other in size or color. 10" 10532 2 (Heubach square) 
GERMANY doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, strawberry blonde mohair wig. 
5 Pc. toddler body. Dressed in vintage/antique clothing, oilcloth shoes. Condition: 
cheek rubs. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3155

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

10 1/2" L HALBIG K * R 30 doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, newer brown 
curly mohair wig. Fully jointed papier mache body. Dressed in newer lace dress; 
vintage underwear, shoes/socks. Condition: Nothing observed on bisque.

100 
300
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3156

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

9 1/2" K * R SIMON & HALBIG 126 GERMANY 29? Character toddler doll with blue 
sleep eyes, open mouth, honey blonde curly mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache 
toddler body. Dressed in vintage clothing, ivory oilcloth shoes. Condition: nothing 
observed on bisque. Body has been completely repainted.

100 
300

3157

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Pair of dolls with open mouths, papier mache bodies. 11 1/2" 7/0 GERMANY with 
stationary brown side glance eyes, honey blonde braided human hair wig. 
Reproduction cotton clothing, leather shoes. Condition: body has been repainted. 
Heavy glue residue on head. 10" GERMANY 971 A.6/0.M character doll with blue 
sleep eyes, blonde mohair wig, 5 pc. toddler body. Dressed in antique/vintage 
lace dress with matching bonnet. Blue leather shoes. Condition: mold 
imperfection under left eye. Body has had repaint. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3158

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

7 1/2" 9573 5/0 GERMANY E. Heubach GOOGLY eye doll with blue sleep eyes, 
watermelon smile, red mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache toddler body. Dressed in 
antique dark red wool coat, leggings, hat, over a cotton factory chemise. Black 
oilcloth shoes. Condition: black kiln specks. Repaint on body. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

100 
300

3159

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Pair of character babies. Both dolls have blue sleep eyes, open mouths, 5 pc. 
papier mache bodies. 8 1/2" ARMAND MARSEILLE GERMANY 990 A.8/0.M doll 
with brown human hair wig. Vintage romper, lace bonnet; newer shoes. 
Condition: mold imperfection on back of head IS NOT a hairline. 12 1/2" P. ST. 23 
GERMANY 3 doll with blonde mohair wig. Vintage embroidered cotton dress with 
matching bonnet, cotton underwear. Newer shoes, socks. Condition: mold 
imperfection under chin. Rubs on face.

100 
300

3160

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Pair of character dolls with fully jointed papier mache toddler bodies. Both have 
brown sleep eyes, open mouths, brown wigs. 11" K * R SIMON & HALBIG 121. 
Human hair wig. Vintage shirt, pantaloons. No shoes, socks. Condition: body has 
been repainted. Kiln crack behind right ear. Hairline on forehead from rim edge 
down between eyes,. 12" HEUBACH KOPPLESDORF 320-7/0 GERMANY doll with 
mohair wig. Pierced nostrils. Dressed in vintage lace trimmed cotton and white 
silk clothing. Ivory oilcloth shoes. Condition: body has been repainted. Several 
pimples and black kiln specks on bisque. This lot is being sold AS IS.

200 
400

3161

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Pair of character babies. Both dolls have blue sleep eyes, 5 pc. papier mache bent 
limb baby bodies and are dressed in vintage clothing. 9 1/2" BP (in heart symbol) 
585 2/0 GERMANY with open mouth, human hair wig. Condition: legs do not 
match. Left leg has been repainted. Large black kiln speck on right temple. Wig 
pull/chips on rim edge. 11" B & P X 0604 4 with open/closed mouth, mohair wig. 
Condition: cheek rub, otherwise nothing observed on bisque. Wig is thin. This lot 
is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3162

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Lot of (4) solid dome character babies. All of the dolls have blue eyes, painted 
blonde hair, dressed in antique white clothing. (3) Have closed mouths. 7" 
GERMANY 1924-16 with papier mache body. 8 1/2" GERMANY 16 HS with cloth 
body, papier mache hands. 11" GERMANY 2 R 127 A with papier mache body. 
Condition: chip(s) on back of head in hole area. Black kiln specks. Open mouth - 
8" AM GERMANY 352/4/0? with cloth body, composition lower arms. Condition: 
arms have been repainted. Nothing observed on any of the heads that has not 
been stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3163

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Pair of original family owned dolls. 12 1/2" D MADE N GERMANY turned shoulder 
head doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, original blonde mohair wig, plaster 
pate. Antique cotton dress and bonnet. (1) Leather shoe. Condition: Original 
cloth body appears to have been recovered. Composition lower limbs (have been 
repainted.) Some newer clothing, shoes, newer wig. Also, 8 1/2" 390 A.12/0a.M. 
painted bisque Dutch girl with blue sleep eyes, dressed in original clothing.

100 
300
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3164

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

13" DEP. 154. 2 1/4 C 1/4 MADE IN GERMANY bisque shoulder head doll Brown 
sleep eyes, open mouth, synthetic wig. Leather gusseted body with bisque lower 
arms. Antique white cotton clothing, newer shoes. Stand. Condition: flake in 
corner of left eye made prior to firing. Black kiln speck. Left lower arm has been 
banded. Kiln crack on right lower arm. Age discoloration on clothing.

100 
300

3165
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

15" C MADE IN GERMANY 7 167 with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, brown 
French human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in contemporary 
blouse, jumper. Antique petticoat, pantaloons. Black oilcloth shoes and socks. 
Condition: tiny chip on back on rim edge. Small mold imperfection under the 167 
and on forehead. Tiny chip on socket hole.

100 
300

3166
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

17" 109 - 7 1/2 H 1 doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, curly 
brown mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique cotton 
clothing: pale gray organdy dress with underliner, white underwear. Newer 
shoes, socks. Condition: kiln crack behind right ear. Flake on left ear hole.

100 
300

3167
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

17" DEP doll with stationary brown eyes, open mouth, pierced ears. Henna 
synthetic wig. Papier mache jointed body with 1 pc. lower arms. Dressed as a 
nurse in antique dress, apron, hat. Newer underwear, shoes, socks. Condition: 
flake on each ear hole. Age discoloration on clothing.

200 
400

3168
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

18 1/2" S H 1109 DEP 7 doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
dark brown human hair wig. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in antique 
white cotton clothing, underwear. Newer black leather shoes, lace socks. 
Condition: kiln crack behind each ear. Chip on top of right ear. Body has been 
repainted.

100 
300

3169
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

14 1/2" AM 2966 5/0X/2/0X 0 painted bisque head doll with blue sleep eyes, 
open mouth, original brown synthetic braided wig. 5 Pc. papier mache toddler 
body. Dressed in newer white cotton clothing, socks, trimmed hat, white suede 
boots. Condition: both arms have had repaint. Removing the wig would also 
remove the paint under it. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3170
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

17" S 7 H 1009 DEP St. doll with stationary brown eyes, open mouth, pierced 
ears, dark brown human hair French wig. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in 
all antique white cotton clothing: faille drop waist dress, petticoat, pantaloons. 
Newer leather shoes, socks and decorated hat. Condition: crack on rim edge 
made prior or during firing. Black kiln speck. Finger on right hand has been 
repaired, repainted. Loss of paint on right leg.

100 
300
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3171
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

17" 6 154 DEP shoulder head doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, brown 
human hair wig, plaster pate. Pin jointed leather body with bisque lower arms. 
Dressed in all antique cotton clothing: striped dress, petticoat, pantaloons. New 
shoes, socks. Condition: black kiln speck(s). No teeth. Age discoloration on 
clothing.

100 
300

3172
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

15 1/2" ARMAND MARSEILLE A.975.M GERMANY 2 doll with blue sleep eyes, 
open mouth, brown mohair wig. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in vintage
/newer clothing - trimmed purple velvet coat with matching bonnet. Eyelet dress, 
cotton underwear. Newer shoes, socks. Condition: kiln specks. Wig is thin.

100 
300

3173
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

18" 150 GERMANY 2/0 (Revalo) doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, brown 
synthetic mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in newer dress, 
underwear, leather shoes. Vintage bonnet, socks. Condition: minor paint 
irregularities were made on bisque prior to firing.

100 
300

3174
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

19" HEUBACH KOPPLESDORF 312 SUR (in circle with sunrise symbol) 2/0 
GERMANY doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth brown French human hair 
wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in all antique clothing - pale blue 
crepe dress with tulle bodice, cotton underwear. Blue cloth shoes, newer socks. 
Condition: wig pull. Kiln speck on chin. Age loss, discoloration on shoes.

100 
300

3175
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

14" 8192 GERMANY GEBRUDER HEUBACH (sunrise symbol) G 2/0 1/2 H character 
doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, honey blonde French human hair wig. 
Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in antique white cotton dress, underwear, 
embroidered hat. Newer shoes, socks. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. 
Eyelids have been repainted. Age loss, discoloration on dress.

100 
300

3176

DOLLS 
REPRESENTING 
OTHER 
COUNTRIES.

Lot of (5) dolls. 7" Russian cloth/wood. 15" Tagged cloth mask face doll "I am 
Cherie of France", Junel Novelties, Inc. Note reads: doll sent Christmas 1939 by 
Mrs. J. Wm. Smith, Pasadena, CA. 15" Doll with papier mache head, sleep eyes, 
cloth body. Dressed to look like Royal English child. 14" Black cloth doll tagged: 
This doll came from Uruguay, 1939. 18" Felt doll with mask face that may have 
come from South America. Condition: age discoloration, loss. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

50 
200

3177

DOLLS 
REPRESENTING 
OTHER 
COUNTRIES.

Pair of dolls. 13" English King (Henry VIII?) with sculpted head, hands. Cloth body. 
Condition: age loss. 20 1/2" Tagged Made in France Bretonne Pont-Ave. Mask 
face, floss hair, real eyelashes. Composition arms and legs with painted shoes. 
Condition: age discoloration on clothing of both. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3177A

DOLLS 
REPRESENTING 
OTHER 
COUNTRIES.

Lot. MIB 1999 Madame Alexander RUSSIA set #24150. Lot comes with the 8" doll 
and 19" signed wooden Matryoshka that the doll fits into. Also included are (3) 
additional Matryoshkas: 4 3/4" male has (3) pcs. 4 1/4" Female has 3 pcs. 5 3/4" 
Female has 5 pcs. All of them are signed on the bottom and were made in Russia.

100 
300
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3178
LOT OF 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

Lot of (3) dolls. 10" Benjamin Franklin artist doll with painted cloth face. 
Beautifully made and detailed. 13" German character doll of elderly man smoking 
his pipe. 16" "Grand Ma Ethel Gathers Firewood by The Village Elliotts" 4/28/73. 
(No firewood with figure.) Sculpted face. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3179
LOT OF 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

Lot of (10) dolls 8 1/2" - 9 1/2". Pioneer Woman with child from OK. Polish Gorale 
or Carpathian tagged Kimport. Carrie Nation Kansas, tagged Kimcraft. Mormon 
Pioneer male designed by Johanna Chavre (Uncle Silas, 1946) Mormon Pioneer 
female with child (Aunt Mary, 1946. Wisconsin Milk Maid, 1940's tagged 
Kimcraft. Brother Ignatius, CA, with rosary beads. Tagged Kimcraft. Female 
Pilgrim doll and male Pilgrim doll both tagged Kimcraft. William Penn doll. 
Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3180 LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

Pair of early 14" cloth Golliwog dolls with personality!. They have black cotton 
twill bodies cloth covered button eyes, appliqued mouth, white fur wigs. Their 
prominent noses were a separate piece that was sewn on. Their clothing is all 
cotton. His coat has brass button detail on front and back. Condition: age 
discoloration and loss.

50 
200

3181 LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

Black Artist doll. 16" "Harriet Tubman" doll (1826-1913) by Bertabel's Dolls. 
Copyright 1969. Ceramic shoulder head and hands, cloth body. Mohair wig. Doll 
comes with book "Harriet Tubman The Moses of Her People", Sara Bradford. 
Lengthy newspaper article "The Legend of Auburn's Aunt Harriet continues to 
grow" by Dick Case.

50 
200

3182 LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

Lot of folk art dolls. Pair of Loveleigh Novelty nut head dolls from Grantville, GA. 
10" "Cotton Joe" and 8" unnamed female. Pair of 12" apple head dolls, male and 
female. Also, pair of 4 1/2" clothespin dolls with apple heads? 1930's. Condition: 
age discoloration, loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3183

UFDC 
CONVENTION 
SOUVENIR 
DOLLS.

Pair of MIB Wendy Lawton dolls. 8 1/2" "Popum's Katy", 2004 UFDC Convention, 
Kansas City, MO. Also - MIB 12 1/2" "Keeping The Kitchen" #3 part of the 1940's 
On The Homefront Series , 2004. Ltd. Ed. 3/175.

100 
300

3184

UFDC 
CONVENTION 
SOUVENIR 
DOLLS.

MIB 2000 Fin Du Millenaire, UFDC 51 National Convention, Chicago. Also, pair of 
MIB Miss Unity items: 6 1/2" Miss Unity doll by Robert Tonner. Ltd. Ed. 500. 
Made exclusively for the Grand Opening of UFDC new headquarters, Kansas City 
MO, 2002. 2 1/4" Miss Unity figurine.

50 
200

3185

UFDC 
CONVENTION 
SOUVENIR 
DOLLS.

MIB UFDC 61st Annual Convention, 2010 Chicago, ILL 10 1/2" "Marie Terese" by 
Alice Leverett, produced by the VOGUE Doll Co. Ltd. Ed. 1250. MIB UFDC 2019 
70th Annual Convention, Nashville, TE. 6" "Star Struck' doll and dog.

50 
200
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3186

UFDC 
CONVENTION 
SOUVENIR 
DOLLS.

MIB UFDC July 2005 Philadelphia "Regina Wentworth" , House of Wentworth by 
Robert Tonner. Doll with wardrobe.

100 
300

3187

UFDC 
CONVENTION 
SOUVENIR 
DOLLS.

MIB UFDC 1994 Atlanta, GA 14" "Queen Victoria" holding her baby, by artist 
Virginia Orenyo, #1508. Comes with the crown. Also with this lot - MIB 14" "Mary 
The Doll" First Edition by Bing & Grondahl.

100 
300

3188
LOT OF 
VINTAGE 
STEIFF.

17" Tagged mohair "Niki" standing Rabbit. Large brown glass eyes. Fully jointed 
with swivel head. Original neck ribbon. Paper chest tag.

100 
300

3189

LOT OF 
VINTAGE 
STEIFF & 
FRIENDS.

10" Original camel mohair "Teddybar" with unmarked button in ear. Shoe button 
eyes, camel felt pads. Condition: age loss, discoloration. Pair of cotton batting 
animals: 3 1/2" sitting rabbit with (1) pink glass eye. 4 1/2" Jointed sitting bear 
with (1) black glass eye. It is holding a possible bear cub? Condition: age loss, 
discoloration. 10" Unmarked all original doll, approx. 1910. Mold for head 
adapted from K * R baby #100. Condition: age loss, paint loss, discoloration. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3190
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

16" 698 GERMANY No. 6 slightly turned shoulder head doll. Brown sleep eyes, 
closed mouth, curly red mohair wig. Leather gusseted body with bisque lower 
arms attached to leather covered wooden arms. Dressed in contemporary 
burgundy dress over (2) antique cotton petticoats, pantaloons. Also comes with 
antique trimmed day dress, fur trimmed red wool cape. Decorated bonnet. 
Newer boots. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Age loss at top of body 
where it covers bisque.

100 
300

3191
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

18 1/2" MADE N GERMANY 6 1/2. 168. 7 1/2 doll with blue sleep eyes, open 
mouth, henna mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique 
white cotton dress, petticoat. Decorated hat. Newer pantaloons, socks, lavender 
leather shoes. Condition: wig pull.

100 
300

3192
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

18 1/2" 109-7 1/2 GERMANY HANDWERCK doll with stationary brown eyes, open 
mouth, pierced ears, blonde mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed 
in antique white cotton clothing - lace drop waist dress, petticoat, pantaloons, 
lace socks. Peach oilcloth shoes. Beautifully decorated newer bonnet. Stand. 
Condition: kiln crack behind right ear. Tiny flake on right ear hole. Right hand is 
missing (1) finger. Wig is thin.

100 
300

3193
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

19 1/2" 421 8 GERMANY HANDWERCK 2 doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, brown human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in 
antique white cotton drop waist dress, (2) petticoats, pantaloons, pink cotton 
socks. Antique black/tan shoes. Newer decorated hat. Condition: kiln crack 
behind left ear. Black kiln specks. Several pimples on bisque. Nose rub.

100 
300
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3194
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

Pair of dolls. 17 1/2" GERMANY S(PB in star)H 1909 1 doll with blue sleep eyes, 
open mouth, honey blonde mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed 
in antique white cotton clothing - dress, underwear, mob cap style hat, socks. 
White leather shoes. Condition: firing, kiln imperfections on back of head. Age 
loss on silk. Discoloration on dress. This doll is carrying her baby doll. 5" 
HEUBACH 300-21/0 GERMANY painted bisque head doll with blue sleep eyes, 
open mouth, brown mohair wig, 5 pc. bent limb baby body. Dressed in antique 
white cotton gown, petticoat, bonnet. Condition: loss on ribbon. Baby needs 
restringing.

100 
300

3195
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

17" C M BERGMANN WALTERSHAUSEN GERMANY 1916 1 doll with brown sleep 
eyes, open mouth, brown mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in 
antique cotton clothing: pale blue dress with matching pantaloons, white 
petticoat. Ivory oilcloth shoes, rayon socks. Condition: black kiln specks. Age loss 
to silk ribbon in hair.

100 
300

3196
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

19 1/2" MADE IN GERMANY D. 1/2.168.8 1/2 doll with blue sleep eyes, open 
mouth, blonde mohair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed 
in antique cotton clothing: beautiful fancy white tiered dress with lace trim over 
pink sateen skirt liner. Petticoat, pantaloons, socks. Eyelet bonnet is lined in pink 
sateen. Ivory LENORE leather boots. Condition: chip on rim edge.

100 
300

3197
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

20" SIMON & HALBIG 550 doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
blonde human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique white 
cotton drop waist dress with pintuck and lace detail, bonnet with fine pintucks. 
Contemporary petticoat, pantaloons. Ivory socks, oilcloth shoes. She is carrying 
an antique woven basket. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. (2) Fingers 
missing on left hand.

100 
300

3198
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

19" D 1/2 MADE IN GERMANY 8 1/2 152 doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, 
blonde human hair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in 
antique blue/white gingham dress with Bertha collar, eyelet petticoat, 
pantaloons. Newer cotton lace socks, ivory leather shoes. Vintage trimmed 
bonnet. Condition: nothing observed on bisque.

200 
400

3199
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

20" 1 MB (in circle) JAPAN 4 doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, brown 
synthetic wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique white cotton 
clothing: dress with detailed weave, petticoat with rows of tucks, pantaloons. 
Finely crocheted bonnet with ruffles around front. Ivory oilcloth shoes. 
Condition: slight nose rub otherwise, nothing observed on bisque.

100 
300

3200
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
LADIES' HATS.

Lot of (4) hats, bonnets. Gray silk shirred Victorian bonnet with black and green 
silk ribbons. Condition: age loss. Decorated green silk shirred Victorian bonnet 
with green silk ties. Black velvet buttons. Condition: age loss, discoloration. Black 
straw Victorian bonnet with no decoration. Brim lined with black velvet. Ivory 
straw type hat with silk ribbon trim. Lined with ivory pleated silk. Condition: age 
loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3201
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
LADIES' HATS.

Lot of (6) hats, bonnets. Lace hat with blue chenille trim. Paper inside reads: Aunt 
Lou brought lace from Europe for Emma about 1890. Victorian tan braid/gray 
horse hair and brown velvet hat. Purple velveteen hat trimmed with purple 
plume tagged D'Jais Inc. Millinery, New York. 1875 Green velvet bonnet with 
metal/rhinestone buckle trim. Label reads: The Bon-Ton, Allentown, PA. Fur 
trimmed brown velveteen bonnet with padded silk lining. Condition: age loss to 
fur. Victorian hat with black, green velvet, metallic trm and lace. Lined in black 
silk. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300
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3202
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE DOLL 
HATS.

Lot of (8) hats. (3) Decorated pressed brown felt hats. (3) Decorated straw hats. 
Red horsehair hat. Decorated silk hat with lace and feather trim. ALSO - 
contemporary decorated silk bonnet for a millinery store or miniature doll.

50 
200

3203
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE DOLL
/LADIES HATS.

Lot of (7) doll hats. (2) Decorated straw. Pique bonnet. Organdy bonnet with 
ruffles on front and large silk bow. Decorated straw poke bonnet style. Eyelet 
mob cap style hat. Decorated pink horsehair hat with silk ruched lining. Ladies - 
black velvet bonnet with red satin brim facing and large ruffle on top. ALSO - (1) 
hat stand. Condition: some age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3204 LOT OF 
ACCESSORIES.

Hats - antique ladies black straw bonnet with red velvet trim. Black straw bonnet 
with black bead, disk and grosgrain ribbon trims. Doll - (2) trimmed straw hats. 
(2) Dobb's mini hat boxes each with a man's sample hat inside. Shoes - pair of 2" 
peach leather reproduction shoes. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

30 
100

3205
LOT OF 
VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (8) doll parasols and a matching hooded cape. These 1930's-50's parasols 
range in size from 7" - 16". Cotton and rayon covers. 10 1/2" Red plaid cotton 
cover parasol (Shirley Temple style) matches the hooded cape which would 
probably fit an 18" doll. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3206
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (4) antique doll parasols. Cotton, rayon and silk covers. 11" - 16 1/2". 
Condition: some age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3207
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (4) antique doll/ children's parasols. Silk, rayon and cotton covers. (2) Can 
fold up. 13 1/2" - 26". Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

50 
200

3208
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (4) antique ladies parasols. All of them have carving on their handles. 23 1
/2" Black lace over white silk, bone handle. 23 1/2" Black silk taffeta, cotton and 
lace that folds. 20 1/2" Green cotton sateen with black silk lining. 20" Green silk 
taffeta in original box. "The Best Umbrellas & Parasols in AMERICA Mfg. by Isaac 
Smith & Co, NY and Boston. Condition: age discoloration, age loss. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3209
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (6) pairs of leather baby shoes. Suede, leather. velveteen. Pale aqua shoes 
read: "Frank's First Shoes 1883". Condition: age loss, discoloration. Some buttons 
missing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3210
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (6) pairs of baby moccasins, shoes. Leather, cotton/wool knit. Condition: 
age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200
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3211
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (7) pairs of baby/children's shoes. Cloth, patent leather, leather. Condition: 
age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3212

LOT OF 
VINTAGE
/ANTIQUE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (12) beaded doll purses. (2) Are marked Made in France. Condition: minor 
age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3213
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (13) doll purses. (6) Beaded, (2) painted (3) velvet/plush, (2) leather. 
Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3214
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (12) mother-of-pearl doll purses. Some souvenir. Condition: (1) top is 
cracked. Age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3215
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (7) doll purses. Metal (marked German silver, silver plate, unmarked) Brass 
trimmed, leather with metal trim. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3216
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
SEWING ITEMS.

Lot of (13) cards of buttons. Mother-of-pearl, milk glass/porcelain, opalescent 
glass, metal, shoe buttons. Some on original cards. Austria, Japan.

50 
200

3217
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
SEWING ITEMS.

Lot of buttons. Mother-of-pearl (in different colors), shoes buttons (in different 
colors), milk glass, metal, crocheted. Many on original cards.

50 
200

3218
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
SEWING ITEMS.

Antique/vintage yard goods. Cotton - (4) pcs. of black/white small print: 32" W x 
160" L., 32" W x 56" L, 32" W x 32" L., 32" W x 20" L. Condition: stains on large 
piece. Also - unknown yardage/length on roll of navy/white check taffeta 13 3/4" 
W. This lot is being sold AS IS.

30 
100

3219
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
SEWING ITEMS.

Lot of trims, ribbons, lace. (Yardage is not known on any of the items.) 7" W. 
eyelet. 2 1/2" W. red embroidered edging. 3 Yds. Double Edge trim. 4 Pkgs. 
applique, bouillon trims, rolled gold. Beadwork, tassel. Misc. silk ribbons. Spool of 
woven silver background braid and spool of woven gold background braid. Spool 
of woven metallic braid. Condition: age loss on ribbons. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3220

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
SEWING
/ACCESSORY 
ITEMS.

Many shoe, belt buckles for dolls, children, ladies. Brass (Nouveaute Paris, 
original card). Mother-of-Pearl. Cut steel. Rhinestone. Barrettes. Tiny mother-of-
pearl buttons. Carded Czechoslovakian glass buttons. Carded novelty buttons. Lot 
of beautiful enamel on brass buttons. MIP Baby Garters.

50 
200

3221 LOT OF 
MINIATURES.

Lot of cast iron toys. (1) Pc. is marked KILGORE. Carriages, chairs, rocking chairs, 
cribs, sliding board, see-saws, gliders, wheelbarrow, cart, (2) dolls. Condition: 
paint loss, age loss/ discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200
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3222 LOT OF 
MINIATURES.

Lot of doll carriages, prams, baskets. White metal carriages, prams, cradle, 
highchair. (1) With umbrella is marked Pat. May 9, 1893. (1) Marked France 
DePose. (2) Baskets. Also, a THOMAS plastic hooded carriage. Condition: some 
age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3223 LOT OF 
MINIATURES.

Lot of all metal miniatures. Monopoly tokens. Flatware. Animal charms, pin. Misc. 
charms. Sterling scale. Revolvers. Tin of cookie cutters. Tootsietoy furniture. 
Britains Ltd. wheelbarrow. Brass, copper, pot metal. Condition: some age loss. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3224 LOT OF 
MINIATURES.

Lot of Tootsietoy furniture. Floor and table lamps. Arm and rocking chairs. Sofas. 
Cabinets. Condition: minor paint loss, age discoloration on upholstery. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3225 LOT OF 
MINIATURES.

Lot of upholstered furniture. 1930's? 8 Pc. set marked: Helen Barnes MAKERS 
Catherine Faulkner Lowell, Mass. Single pc. by the same maker. 5 Pcs. of furniture 
marked Made in Japan. 3 Pc. unmarked. Round braided rug and wooden stool. 
Condition: some age discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3226 LOT OF 
MINIATURES.

Lot of cardboard/paper boxes. These may have been trinket or candy boxes. 6 1
/2" Sq. box with pair of ladies is dated 1872 A Happy New Year To All. 5" x 5" 
Trunk reads: CINCINNATI Sept 12, 1905. 3 1/4" Oval oblong box (handle broken). 
3" Oval box (handle broken). 4 1/4" Oval oblong box (handle intact). 3" Oval box 
has no handle. Condition: as stated. Age loss and discoloration. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

100 
300

3227 LOT OF 
MINIATURES.

Room box. 12" x 9" x 9". Den or Study. Antique German bisque head man sitting 
in armchair. Contemporary - large bookcase, desk, table, pictures, figurines.

50 
200

3228 LOT OF 
MINIATURES.

Lot of dolls - 3 1/4" Factory original all bisque with glass eyes. Betty Boop type, 
parians, china, contemporary doll kit. Handbags - beaded, chain link. Animals - 
chenille poodle, Hantel pewter pig from Scotland. Flatware - bone and china 
handled. German paper box. Metal lidded basket. Fancy metal doll bed. Misc. 
other items. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3229 LOT OF 
MINIATURES.

Lot of tobacco and other rugs. Doll's Milk Bottles in OB and others. Picture frames
/mirrors. Wedgwood cup & saucer. 1/2" Peg wooden doll in wood egg. Metal
/paper containers, misc. cookware. Other decorative pieces. Condition: this lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3230
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL.

14" G. MADE IN GERMANY 11. J.D.K. 226. Z character baby with gray/blue sleep 
eyes, open mouth, tosca mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body. 
Dressed in all antique cotton clothing. wool booties. Condition: pimples in bisque 
under left eye. Crack on upper left leg, left arm. Paint is worn on arm.

50 
200

3231
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL.

15" 152 LW & C 6 character baby with gray sleep eyes, open mouth, honey 
blonde human hair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body. Dressed in 
antique cotton clothing. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Both thumb tips 
have paint loss.

50 
200
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3232
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL.

19" MADE IN GERMANY 151 solid dome character toddler doll. Blue sleep eyes, 
open mouth, painted blonde hair. Fully jointed papier mache toddler body. 
Dressed in antique cotton clothing: 2 pc. check romper set, coat. Oilcloth 
moccasins. Condition: Kiln crack behind each ear. Black kiln specks. Nose, cheek 
rubs. Body has been repaired, repainted.

50 
200

3233
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL.

19" A,M. GERMANY 351./6.K solid dome character baby with stationary blue 
eyes, open mouth, painted blonde hair. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body. 
Dressed in antique cotton clothing. Condition: black kiln speck. Firing 
imperfection (brown line) between eyes. Small chip on socket hole. Paint 
irregularities (made prior to firing).

50 
200

3234
AMERICAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL.

17" FULPER MADE IN USA 13 character baby with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, 
henna mohair wig, plaster pate. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body. 
Dressed in vintage/newer cotton clothing inc. bonnet. Vintage pink cloth shoes. 
Condition: mold imperfection (pockmark) on back of head.

50 
200

3235
AMERICAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL.

16" FULPER MADE IN USA 11 character baby with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, 
brown human hair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body. Dressed in 
vintage cotton clothing. Condition: hairline over left ear and from rim edge on 
forehead. Body has been professionally repainted. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3236
AMERICAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL.

21" FULPER MADE IN USA 8 character baby. #70 Etched on back of head. 
Stationary blue eyes, open mouth, auburn mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent 
limb baby body. Dressed in vintage cotton clothing inc. bonnet. Condition: 
nothing observed on bisque. Both arms have had repaint. Finger repair on right 
hand. Body has had some repaint.

50 
200

3237
JAPANESE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL.

21" MB (in circle) JAPAN 12 character baby with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, 
brown mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body. Dressed in newer 
clothing, booties. Condition: tiny chips on socket hole. Both arms have been 
repainted. Left thumb replaced with plastic piece. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3238
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL.

22" HEUBACH 267-9 KOPPLESDORF D.R.G.M. THURINGIA character baby with 
stationary blue eyes, open mouth, brown mohair wig. Papier mache bent limb 
baby body. Arms have separate hands. Flat back on torso so doll lays down well. 
Dressed in antique cotton clothing, inc. bonnet. Dress has pin tuck and eyelet 
detail. Condition: flake on left lower eye has been repaired. Black kiln speck over 
left eye. Missing finger on right hand.

100 
300
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3239
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL.

26" A.M. GERMANY 351./9K solid dome life size character baby with blue sleep 
eyes, open mouth, painted blonde hair. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body. 
Dressed in antique clothing: cotton dress with pintuck and lace detail. Wool 
sweater with matching bonnet. Condition: red firing line under left eye. Paint loss 
on right eyelid. (1) Finger cracked on left hand. Body has been repainted.

100 
300

3240
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL.

25" HEUBACH KOPPLESDORF 330.8 GERMANY life size character baby with blue 
sleep eyes, open mouth, curly brown mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb 
baby body. Dressed in antique cotton clothing. Dress has beautiful embroidered 
bodice. Condition: black kiln specks. Irregularities on paint on head (made prior 
to firing). Teeth missing. Wax missing on both eyelids. Hole in right lower leg.

100 
300

3241
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL.

26" ARMAND MARSEILLE GERMANY 996 A.13.M. life size character baby with 
brown sleep eyes, open mouth with woggle tongue, pierced nostrils, tosca 
mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body. Dressed in antique cotton 
clothing: dress with pintuck, lace detail. Condition: black kiln specks on bisque.

100 
300

3242

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Lot of (3) Gebruder Heubach dolls. Antique - 13" 3 GERMANY solid dome 
shoulder head doll. Male smiler with blue intaglio eyes, open/closed mouth, 
painted blonde hair. Painted cloth body with papier mache lower limbs. Vintage
/antique clothing, leather boots. Condition: repair/repaint on hands. 9 1/2" 
(Heubach sunrise symbol) DEP 7977 (Baby Stuart) with blue intaglio eyes, closed 
mouth, painted/molded bonnet. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in vintage
/antique clothing, leather shoes. Condition: age loss on clothing. Reproduction - 8 
1/2" 7850 (Heubach square) GERMANY by artist E. Hurgis 78'? "The Coquette".

200 
400

3243

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Pair of dolls with stationary blue eyes, open mouths, mohair wigs, 5 pc. papier 
mache flapper style bodies with painted shoes. 7" HEUBACH 230-18/0 GERMANY. 
Blonde wig, newer clothing. Condition: right foot repaired, repainted. 9" 
ARMAND MARSEILLE 390 11/0 4 painted bisque head doll with brown wig, 
vintage clothing. Condition: paint loss in socket area of head.

50 
200

3244

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Pair of 6" K * R HALBIG dolls with brown sleep eyes, open mouths, brown mohair 
wigs, 5 pc. papier mache flapper style bodies with painted tan 2-strap shoes, 
antique clothing. Condition: chip on rim edge of (1) doll where stringing wire hits 
bisque.

200 
400

3245

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Pair of dolls. Both dolls have open mouths, fully jointed papier mache bodies and 
are wearing antique white cotton clothing. 7 1/2" MADE IN GERMANY A.10/0.M. 
390. Stationary brown eyes. Curly brown mohair is glued around pate, not a full 
wig. 8" F. MADE IN GERMANY 0 143. Blue sleep eyes, blonde mohair wig, plaster 
pate. (1) Leather shoe and sock missing. Condition: nothing observed on bisque 
of either doll.

200 
400

3246

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Pair of 7 1/2" dolls with blue eyes, open mouths, brown mohair braided wigs, 5 
pc. papier mache bodies. Both dolls appear to have factory original clothing. 
HEUBACH KOPPLESDORF 320 with painted bisque head, toddler body. Stationary 
eyes, no shoes. 390 MADE IN GERMANY A.10/0.M doll with sleep eyes, painted 
shoes. Condition: wig tightly glued down on both dolls. Otherwise nothing 
observed. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200
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3247

GERMAN
/FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS, 13" 
AND UNDER.

Pair of German dolls of color with stationary eyes, open mouths, black mohair 
wigs, 5 pc. papier mache bodies. 9" 8/0 Native American doll with brown eyes. 
Painted yellow shoes. Dressed in mohair outfit with fringe on sides, neck and at 
waist. Head dress of additional mohair. He is carrying a shield. Condition: age 
loss, discoloration. (1) Ankle has been repaired. Doll needs to be restrung as head 
is loose. French - 8" UNIS FRANCE 60 Black Lady doll with painted bisque head. 
Black pupiless eyes. Black mohair braids over short wig underneath. Dressed in 
matching silk? cape, skirt and hat over cotton teddy. Condition: age loss on 
clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

200 
400

3248 LOT OF ALL 
BISQUE DOLLS.

6" 545 16 German doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, blonde mohair wig. 5 
Pc. body with painted shoes, socks. Doll comes with a wardrobe of antique 
clothing. underwear, dresses, hats, coats. Condition: black kiln specks. Eyes 
missing their lid paint. Chips on left leg hole. Pimples in bisque. Mold 
imperfection on right hand. Some age loss on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS. 
It is is a nice lot for the clothing alone!

100 
300

3249 LOT OF ALL 
BISQUE DOLLS.

Pair of German dolls with blue sleep eyes, open mouths, mohair wigs, 5 pc. 
bodies with painted black shoes; socks. They are dressed in vintage clothing. 6 1
/2" 150.1 Doll has strawberry blonde hair, blue stockings. Condition: large piece 
missing from torso, hairline on back of hip. 7" 150 Doll has curly brown wig, white 
stockings. Condition: flakes on lower left eye. Chip on lower left leg hole. Kiin 
crack on right shoulder. Chip on right arm hole. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3250 LOT OF ALL 
BISQUE DOLLS.

Lot of (4) German dolls. All of them have blonde wigs, open-open/closed mouths, 
painted shoes/socks. 5" Doll - 620 3 has a swivel neck, painted blue eyes, brown 
shoes and is dressed. Condition: chip on right leg hole. The following (3) dolls 
have 5 pc. bodies. 4" Doll - 1?0 0, painted eyes, brown shoes and is dressed. 
Condition: arms need restringing. 5" Doll - unmarked, stationary eyes, black shoes
/blue stockings, no clothing. Condition: this was originally a peg strung doll. 5 1/2 
Doll - stamped GERMANY, brown sleep eyes, black shoes, no clothing. Condition: 
doll needs restringing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3251 LOT OF ALL 
BISQUE DOLLS.

Lot of (5) mini German dolls. Pair of Carl Horn type Hungarian couple. 3 1/2" 
Male doll with swivel neck. Painted features, hair. Original clothing. 3" Female 
doll with painted features, hair. All original Victorian clothing. 3" 505? 3/0 Doll 
with painted features, hair. No clothing. Condition: pock mark on left check 
otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Age discoloration on clothing.

100 
300

3252 LOT OF ALL 
BISQUE DOLLS.

8 1/2" Unmarked Gebruder Heubach German doll with brown intaglio eyes, 
closed mouth, painted hair. 5 Pc. body with painted shoes. Ca. 1925. Vintage 
dress. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Comes with book "Kittie" New 
York E.P. Dutton & Co. Condition: back cover is missing. Age loss.

200 
400

3253 LOT OF ALL 
BISQUE DOLLS.

Lot of (5) German dolls. (3) Nodders. Pr. of 3" boy/girl holding a flower. 
Condition: chips on socket hole of girl doll. 3 1/4" Girl holding a flower. 
Condition: chips on socket hole, Also - 2 1/4" Immobile figure of Dutch lady. 2" 
Black Frozen Charlie. (2) Papier mache peanut candy containers.

50 
200

3254 LOT OF ALL 
BISQUE DOLLS.

Lot of (3) German dolls. All of the dolls have painted eyes, closed mouths, 5 pc. 
bodies and are dressed in antique/vintage clothing. 4 1/2" Pink bisque doll - 
MADE IN GERMANY with painted blue bows in hair, brown shoes. 5 1/2" Little 
Imp style with side glance eyes. Crepe paper outfit is glued to body. 5 1/2" Doll - 
6248 2 has a brown mohair wig, brown boots. Dressed in silk outfit. Wire strung. 
Condition: chip on stringing hole of right hip. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3255 LOT OF ALL 
BISQUE DOLLS.

Lot of (4) German dolls. (3) Dolls are 4" with stationary glass eyes, closed mouths, 
brown mohair wigs and original clothing. (1) Is dressed as a boy with painted 
black boots. (1) Is dressed as a "Snow Girl". Also - 7" 556 101? Lady doll with 
bisque shoulder head, lower limbs and CLOTH body. She has stationary glass 
eyes, closed mouth, brown mohair wig. Antique clothing, decorated hat.

200 
400
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3256 LOT OF ALL 
BISQUE DOLLS.

Pair of German Googly eye dolls. Both dolls have side glance eyes, watermelon 
smiles, swivel necks, 5 pc. bodies, painted shoes. 5" 292 10 Doll with glass eyes, 
blonde mohair wig, painted black shoes, blue socks. Dressed in factory original 
clothing. Condition: nothing observed. 6" 324 A.14/0.M doll has intaglio eyes, 
painted wisps of hair. Wire strung body marked 5274 with painted brown shoes. 
Crocheted outfit. Condition: body may not be original to head.

100 
300

3257 LOT OF ALL 
BISQUE DOLLS.

Lot of (4) German dolls. They all have stationary glass eyes, closed mouths, 
mohair wigs, painted shoes/socks, NO clothing. (2) Have swivel necks, (2) have 5 
pc. bodies. 3 1/2", 4", 4", 4 1/4". Condition: the 4" doll has reproduction legs. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3258 LOT OF ALL 
BISQUE DOLLS.

Lot of (4) German dolls. All of the dolls have painted eyes, closed mouths, mohair 
wigs, painted pink shoes/tan boots and NO clothing. (1) Doll has a swivel neck, (2) 
dolls have strung arms only, (1) doll has a 5 pc. body. 3 1/2", 4", 4 1/2", 6". 
Condition: (1) doll needs restringing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3259 LOT OF ALL 
BISQUE DOLLS.

Pair of 5" standing Kewpie dolls. Doll 1) has eyes glancing to the right. Paper label 
on front and back, No clothing. Pencilled on back: Mother Garlock Sr. 1911 
Robert Garlock Birth. Condition: arms need restringing. Tiny chip on left arm. Doll 
2) has eyes glancing to the left. Paper label on back. Doll is covered by large silk 
ribbon. Condition: prominent mold line on head. ALSO - set of (6) Kewpie flannels.

100 
300

3260
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

17" GERMANY HEINRICH HANDWERCK SIMON & HALBIG 1 doll with blue sleep 
eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, blonde mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed 
body marked (red stamp) HEINRICH HANDWERCK Germany. Dressed in antique 
lace tulle over silk drop waist dress with matching hat. Cotton underwear, socks. 
Newer shoes. Condition: cheek rub, black kiln specks. Body repair, repaint 
(especially on hands). Age discoloration on clothing. Wig is thin.

100 
300

3261
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

This is an original family owned doll. 21 1/2" 550 GERMANY HALBIG S & H doll 
with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, blonde mohair wig. Papier mache ball 
jointed body marked (red stamp) Germany Gimbel Brothers. Dressed in antique 
clothing - wool jumper. Cotton - blouse, factory chemise, petticoat, pantaloons. 
Replaced shoes, socks. Condition: chip on rim edge. Kiln crack behind right ear. 
Cheek rub. Left foot repaired (top of big toe has loss). Wig is thin. Age 
discoloration on dress.

100 
300

3262
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

This is an original family owned doll. 22" 550 GERMANY SIMON & HALBIG S & H 
doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, red mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed 
body marked (red stamp) GERMANY. Dressed in original antique clothing: pink 
cotton dress, factory chemise, petticoat, pantaloons. (1) Original shoe, sock. 
Condition: small pock marks in bisque. Kiln crack behind right ear. Kiln speck on 
cheek.

100 
300

3263
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

19" 109 - 11 H 2 1/2 Doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
brown synthetic wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in vintage cotton 
blouse and skirt with lace and embroidery detail. Antique underwear, oilcloth 
shoes, socks. Condition: wig pull. Mold imperfection on back of head. Paint 
cracked on stomach. (1) Finger repaired. (1) Lower leg repaired.

100 
300
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3264
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

22" E. MADE IN GERMANY 9 1/2 168 doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, 
brown mohair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed as a boy 
in vintage wool knee length striped pants, matching bowtie and cap. White shirt. 
Newer shoes, socks. Condition: kiln crack over left ear. Kiln speck beside nose. 
Eyelids and body have been repainted.

100 
300

3265
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

22" J. MADE IN GERMANY 13. 143 doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, 
blonde mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body marked (red stamp) 
GERMANY 3. Dressed in vintage clothing - gray dress with red fringe trimmed 
pleating, large red velvet bow. Red velvet shoes. Antique pantaloons, no 
petticoat. Condition: cheek rub. Mold line on back of head IS NOT a hairline 
crack. Age loss on dress. Wig is thin.

200 
400

3266
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL,.

22" MADE IN GERMANY E.168.9 doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, brown 
synthetic wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in vintage clothing, newer 
shoes and socks. Antique decorated hat. Condition: nothing observed on bisque.

100 
300

3267
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

20 1/2" 11 1/2. 99 DEP H 3 doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
brown mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in all antique 
clothing - long fashion type net dress with silk lining. Cotton shirt, petticoat, 
pantaloons. Newer shoes, socks. Condition: hairline at corner of right eye going 
toward ear. Age loss, repairs to clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3268
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

22" 250 K & H 2 1/2 doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, brown mohair wig. 
Very clean papier mache ball jointed body marked (stamp) Made in Germany. 
Dressed in antique cotton clothing - printed dress, (2) petticoats, pantaloons, 
factory chemise. Oilcloth shoes, no socks. Condition: kiln crack on rim edge. Age 
discoloration on clothing.

100 
300

3269
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

22" 11 1/2 99 DEP GERMANY HANDWERCK 3 doll with brown sleep eyes, open 
mouth, pierced ears, brown curly mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. 
Dressed in antique white cotton clothing - very pretty dress with pintuck and lace 
trims, petticoat, pantaloons, lace socks. Black leather "70" shoes with silk 
rosettes. Condition: hairline crack in outer corner of right eye going toward ear. 
Kiln speck. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3270
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

24" 101 11 MY SWEETHEART B.J. & CO. doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, 
dark brown French human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in 
vintage clothing - tiered/ruffled eyelet trimmed dress, pantaloons. Antique 
oilcloth shoes, socks. Condition: kiln crack behind left ear. Small chip on socket 
hole. Wig pull on forehead. Both hands are worn.

100 
300
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3271

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

14" MADE IN GERMANY A.2.M. Doll. Blue intaglio eyes, closed mouth, tosca 
mohair braided wig. Papier mache jointed body with "stick" upper legs. Dressed 
in factory original outfit, shoes. Pale blue cotton dress with white bib front. White 
cotton petticoat, pantaloons, Blue lace socks, blue cloth shoes. Condition: 
nothing observed on bisque. minor age discoloration on clothing. Age loss on left 
shoe.

300 
500

3272

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

15" MADE IN GERMANY A.3.M Doll. Blue intaglio eyes, closed mouth, curly 
blonde mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique white 
cotton clothing: blouse with lace middy collar over dress with pleated skirt, 
embroidered bodice. Pantaloons, no petticoat. Aqua oilcloth shoes, no socks. 
Condition: fired paint "run" and mold imperfection on right cheek otherwise, 
nothing observed on bisque. Loss on left little finger.

400 
600

3273

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

13" HEUBACH KOPPLESDORF 318.7/0 GERMANY A. H. SCHALKAU D.R.G.M. 
Googly eye doll. Stationary blue side glance eyes, watermelon smile, tosca 
mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed toddler body. Dressed as a boy in antique 
blue cotton clothing: striped seersucker shirt, trimmed chambray smock, navy 
striped knee length pants, socks. Ivory oilcloth shoes. Condition: wig pulls 
otherwise, nothing observed on bisque.

400 
600

3274

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

16 1/2" 0 2033 B S W (in heart symbol) 537 Doll. (This doll by Bruno Schmidt, is 
the so-called Wendy.) Blue sleep eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears, newer brown 
mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique cotton clothing: 
floral print dress; petticoat, pantaloons. Black oilcloth "4" shoes, socks. 
Condition: kiln crack over right ear. Small mold imperfection on forehead. Black 
kiln speck. Eyelids have been repainted and there is minimal paint residue on eye 
openings (from that).

3000 
5000

3275

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

19" 141 6 (Male Doll). Brown sleep eyes, closed mouth with space between lips, 
brown mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body is marked (red stamp) 
HEINRICH HANDWERCK GERMANY 2. Dressed in antique clothing: ivory wool 
middy shirt with embroidered collar, pants. Dickey. Cotton teddy, pants, socks. 
Brown leather "6" BASTE shoes. Condition: hairline on back of head from rim 
edge, under number, up to rim edge. This doll is being sold AS IS.

1000 
3000

3276
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

19" S.F.B.J. 301 PARIS 6 Doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, long 
curly dark brown human hair wig. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in antique 
white cotton clothing: drop waist dress with lace detail, petticoat, pantaloons. 
Newer shoes, socks. Condition: chip on upper right eye opening. Flake on left ear 
hole. Kiln crack behind right ear. Nose rub. Body has had repaint; paint loss on 
right knee joint. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3277
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

16" 71 UNIS FRANCE 140 301 6 (red stamp) TETE JUMEAU Doll. Blue sleep eyes, 
open mouth, synthetic wig. Papier mache unmarked (Jumeau?) jointed body. 
Dressed in antique pink silk smocked dress, cotton teddy. Newer pantaloons, 
socks, rust leather shoes. Vintage straw hat. Condition: mold imperfection over 
right eye. Mold imperfection on back of head. Chip on socket hole. Age 
discoloration on dress.

100 
300
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3278
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

20" S.F.B.J. PARIS 8 Doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, synthetic 
wig. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in vintage floral cotton dress with 
smocked midriff. Pantaloons, no petticoat. White oilcloth shoes, socks. Condition: 
kiln crack from rim down toward right eye (NOT a hairline). Chip on right ear, 
flake on left ear hole. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3279
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

23" S.F.B.J. 60 PARIS 8 Doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, synthetic wig. Papier 
mache jointed French body with pull cord crier (in working order). Dressed in 
antique cotton clothing: pink dress with lace trim, factory chemise, petticoat, no 
pantaloons. Black oilcloth shoes, socks. Condition: cheek rubs. Black kiln specks. 
Mold imperfection on back of head near rim edge. Hands have been repainted.

200 
400

3280
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

24" (Red stamp) DEPOSE TETE JUMEAU (Incised) 11 Doll. Stationary blue eyes, 
open mouth, pierced ears, brown synthetic wig. Papier mache body with jointed 
arms, 1 pc. straight legs. Dressed in newer dress, shoes, rayon socks. (2) Antique 
petticoats, no pantaloons. Condition: head has been restored. Chips on right eye 
opening. (1) Finger missing on each hand. Repaint on body. Age loss on clothing. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3281
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

15 1/2" "5" (JUMEAU) Doll. Stationary brown eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
honey blonde human hair wig, cork pate. GERMAN papier mache ball jointed 
body. Dressed in antique white cotton clothing: dotted Swiss dress, petticoat, 
pantaloons, black leather shoes. Condition: hairline on back of head. Flake on 
each ear hole. Repair on both hands. Age loss to (1) shoe. This doll is being sold 
AS IS.

200 
400

3282
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

16 1/2" S.F.B.J. 247 PARIS 6 Character Toddler doll. Blue sleep eyes, open/closed 
mouth showing (2) teeth, curly brown mohair wig. Very clean fully jointed French 
papier mache toddler body marked (round paper label) SFBJ FABRICATION 
FRANCAISE PARIS. Dressed in antique white cotton clothing: gown, petticoat, 
panties. Newer booties. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Age 
discoloration, loss on clothing.

500 
800

3283
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

16" (Incised) SCH (in shield symbol with crossed swords) 0 Doll. Blue paperweight 
eyes, closed mouth with slight space between lips, pierced ears, curly blonde 
French human hair wig, cork pate. Papier mache jointed body with 1 pc. lower 
arms, marked (black stamp) BLACK SHIELD symbol with crossed swords on 
bottom of torso. Dressed in antique ivory silk satin period gown with lace overlay, 
ribbon trim. Cotton half chemise, pantaloons. Brown leather Keystone 3 1/2 
boots, no socks. She is carrying a silk powder puff with mirror on bottom. 
Decorated camel felt hat, milk glass earrings. Condition: kiln crack behind each 
ear otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Age loss on dress (sleeves).

5000 
8000

3284
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

15 1/2" R.2/0.D Doll. Brown paper weight eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears. curly 
brown human hair wig, cork pate, spring in head. Very clean French papier mache 
jointed body with 1 pc. lower arms. Dressed in antique white cotton clothing: 
drop waist dress with Bertha style collar, lace detail. Chemise and pantaloons 
have matching lace. Blue lace socks, brown leather Keystone 1 1/2 heeled shoes. 
Condition: kiln crack behind left ear. Flake on left ear hole. Otherwise, nothing 
observed on bisque.

1000 
3000
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3285
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

16 1/2" (Incised) DEPOSE JUMEAU 7 Doll. Blue paperweight eyes, closed mouth 
with slight space between lips, curly brown French human hair wig, cork pate, 
spring in head. Papier mache jointed body with 1 pc. lower arms is marked (blue 
stamp) JUMEAU MEDAILLE D'OR PARIS. Dressed in antique clothing - blue silk 
taffeta bodice, skirt with pleating at hemline, jacket, decorated hat. Cotton 
chemise, pantaloons. Ivory silk socks have blue/tan in pattern. Brown leather 
shoes marked 7 PARIS DEPOSE (with bee symbol). Condition: very faint kiln dust 
on face otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Age fading, discoloration on silk. 
Color on shoe soles does not match.

2000 
4000

3286
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

18" UNMARKED JUMEAU Doll. Brown paper weight eyes, closed mouth with 
slight space between lips, very curly blonde mohair wig tagged Made in 
Germany, cork pate, spring in head. Papier mache jointed body with 1 pc. lower 
arms marked (blue stamp) JUMEAU MEDAILLE D'OR PARIS. Wearing a dress made 
from antique polka dot/tulle fabric with metallic braid trim over pink liner. 
Cotton petticoat, pantaloons, pink socks. Brown leather shoes marked 7 BEBE 
JUMEAU DEPOSE. Decorated woven hat. Condition: mold imperfection on right 
ear. Flake on right ear hole otherwise, nothing observed on bisque.

2000 
4000

3287
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

21 1/2" BRU JNE 10 Doll. Brown paper weight eyes, closed mouth with space 
between lips, pierced ears, long curly French human hair wig, cork pate. (Note: A 
piece of the LE MONDE newspaper dated 6 fevrier 1974 was found inside of head 
(used for packing). This was when the consignor of the doll purchased it during a 
trip to France.) Papier mache French jointed body. Dressed in antique ivory silk 
satin drop waist dress with silk ruching and embroidery detail. Matching 
decorated wide brim hat. Cotton petticoat, pantaloons. Brown leather "9" shoes, 
ivory silk socks. Condition: flake on each ear hole. Wig pulls on forehead. 
Otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Age loss on bottom of torso. Age 
discoloration on top of hat. Paint chip on right thumb.

3000 
5000

3288
MID-LATE 
1700's WOOD 
DOLL.

28" Early wood Doll mid- 1700's-1775. Doll has a round wooden head with gesso 
covering, inset glass eyes, dotted eye openings and eyebrows, carved ears, honey 
blonde human hair wig. Jointed wood body with fully jointed legs. Cloth upper 
arms, wood lower arms with individual fingers. Dressed in antique sage green, 
ivory silk dress (which may be original). Antique, but later, 1800's cotton chemise, 
petticoat. Wool petticoat. Ivory leather shoes may also be original. Later purple 
lace socks, glovettes. Tulle head covering. Condition: gesso is cracked and pieces 
missing from head. Upper arm covering probably not original to body. Legs have 
either been stained or repainted? Wig is thin on back. Age discoloration, loss on 
bodice. This is truly a wonderful doll and in very good condition for her age and 
size.

5000 
10000
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Applicable buyer’s premium is applied per auction. The hammer price, buyer’s premium and sales tax shall be added together to reach the total purchase price for an item. PA 
residents pay 6% sales tax unless a Tax Exempt Form is on file. 
 
Upon a successful online bid the credit card registered for said online bidding platform whether Alderfer Online or a 3rd party platform will be billed automatically for all winning 
bids within the auction. 

 
Acceptable forms of payments are Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, PayPal (with the exception of Firearms, Militaria & Sporting Auctions), wire transfer, money 
order, cash and check.  

 
Payments are due immediately upon purchase and before exiting the facility. Returned checks will be assessed a $35 charge for insufficient funds. 

 
Successful online bidders, who bid through a third party online bidding platform, will be assessed a 5% surcharge. This charge offsets the fee collected by the third party 
platform. For more information regarding this charge please see third party website for terms. 

 
3. Pick-Up and Shipping  

Customer Responsibility Check List: 

 Payment 
 Pickup or Shipping Scheduling/Arrangements 
 Vehicle, Helpers, Packing Supplies 
 Review Terms 

Alderfer Auction offers onsite shipping subject to limitations. Shipping, handling and insurance fees are additional to the total purchase price. Fees must be paid in advance by 
credit card. If you choose to ship your item, YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING SHIPPING ARRANGEMENTS.  
 
All lots must be removed from the premises of Alderfer Auction no later than 10 business days after an auction.  

If you choose to pick-up your lots at the Auction Center, you must schedule a pickup appointment via https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction. Appointments are 
accepted Monday – Friday 9:00AM – 4:00PM. Packing materials are the responsibility of the purchaser. 

 
Unpaid items still remaining at our auction center 30 calendar days after the auction date will be considered abandoned and will be consigned to a future auction without 
additional notice to the purchaser. 
 
For Fine & Decorative Arts and Collector's auctions, please contact Alderfer Auction to request shipping.  While we try to provide shipping for most items that our 
auctions offer, some items are large, heavy, or more fragile in nature and will need to be shipped by a third party. In addition, Alderfer Auction does not have an 
export license so all international shipments valued at $2,500.00 or higher, including hammer price and buyer’s premium, must be shipped by a third-party 
shipper. 

Jewelry Shipment Policy: Jewelry will not be shipped overnight under any circumstances. Jewelry shipments may take up to 7 – 10 business days and will not ship until the 
payment has cleared; and thus, extend the delivery period.  

Call or email to make shipping arrangements with the recommended shippers below or select your own: 

Alderfer Auction 
Shipping Department 
Shipping@AlderferAuction.com 
215.393.3000 
 
Recommended third party shipping is available through: 
The UPS Store  
1250 Bethlehem Pike Suite S 
Hatfield, PA  19440 
store5007@theupsstore.com 
215.997.2212 
 
For oversized items: 
Craters and Freighters of Philadelphia   
Phone: 215.234.8090    
Toll Free: 866.397.0488   
http://www.cratersandfreightersphilly.com/ 
 
 

https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction
mailto:Shipping@AlderferAuction.com
mailto:store5007@theupsstore.com
http://www.cratersandfreightersphilly.com/


Alderfer Auction is not responsible for any damage or loss that occurs via a third party shipper.  
 
Alderfer Auction may refuse shipping an item due to the size, weight, and fragile nature of certain items. We do not offer in-house shipping for: framed canvas paintings, 
glassware, statues/figurines made of glass, porcelain, or other breakable materials. We understand for some items there may be exceptions, however it is at the discretion of 
the shipping department to determine which items can be shipped and which items will require third-party shipping.  
 
4. Holding & Handling Fees; Product Abandonment 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your business and make you aware of a new policy beginning November 2, 2020.   

Due to our increased online business and space limitations, auction items must be picked up in a timely manner within 10 business days of auction close.  

Thus, we are implementing a Holding and Handling Program effective November 2, 2020. When you are a winning bidder of an Alderfer Online (at offsite location) you are 
required to pickup your items at that location on given date and scheduled time. 

If you request to have your lots brought back (at additional cost) from location to Alderfer Auction, Hatfield, you are required to pickup items within 10 business days. 

Following industry standards, after business 10 days you will be assessed a $5.00 per lot, per day, Holding and Handling fee. This fee will be assessed and charged to your 
credit card upon pickup of your items. Please note that if items are picked up within 10 days, you will not incur a fee. Please note that equipment and vehicle Holding and 
Handling fees are $125/month. 

Please note that unpaid items still remaining at our auction center 30 calendar days after the auction date will be considered abandoned and will be consigned to a future 
auction without additional notice to the purchaser. 
 
5. Warranty & Condition Reports 
All announcements made on auction day shall take precedence over previously distributed information, print or electronic media. 

All items are sold "AS-IS, where-is" with no warranty expressed or implied. Descriptions are believed to be accurate but not guaranteed. Please bid accordingly if you are 
uncertain of the condition or use of an item. Statements by Alderfer Auction regarding the condition of objects are for guidance only and should not be relied upon as 
statements of fact, and do not constitute a representation or assumption of liability by Alderfer Auction. Photographs may also be used to represent condition of an item.  

While every effort is made to determine provenance, authenticity and condition, it is the responsibility of the Bidder to arrive at their own conclusion prior to bidding. 
Provenance and authenticity including attributions are guaranteed by neither the consignor nor Alderfer Auction. 

Alderfer Auction strongly encourages bidders to personally inspect all lots. The Bidder should also review online descriptions, listings and/or catalogs to obtain necessary 
information. Bidders may contact Alderfer Auction for a condition report at ConditionReport@AlderferAuction.com. Alderfer Auction will attempt to furnish one, but shall not be 
liable for failing to do so. All auction inquiries must be received a minimum of 48 hours prior to the start of the auction. 

6. Estimates 
Item estimates provided in print or electronic media are not a representation or a prediction of the hammer price that will be realized at auction, which may be substantially 
different from our original estimates. We shall not be liable for any discrepancies between our estimates and a price realized. 
 
Any appraisal, estimate or opinion expressed by any principal or employee of Alderfer Auction, consultant to Alderfer Auction, or other person with respect to the anticipated 
auction price of any item or merchandise is a statement of opinion only and Alderfer Auction makes no guarantee, warranty or agreement with respect to the sale price of any 
item. 

7. Artwork Authorship & Authenticity 
General 

1. If we say "c." for circa, a certain date, then it was made within 25 years of that date.   
2. Measurements are given within 1" of actual size.   
3. Measurements are given height before width.  
4. WAF means With All Faults 
5. Alderfer Auction is not responsible for color variations in print and electronic media. 
6. Alderfer Auction is not responsible for typos in print and electronic media. 
7. Terms & Conditions may change frequently and without notice. Latest version of Terms & Conditions will always supersede any previous printed or online 

statements. 

Authorship 
1. Name of Artist- Indicates that the work, in our best judgment, is by the named artist.   
2. Attributed to- In our best judgment, the work may be by the artist.   
3. Circle of- In our best judgment, a work of the period of the artist and closely related to the artist's style.   
4. School of- In our best judgment, a work by a pupil or follower of the artist.   
5. After- In our best judgment, a copy of the known work of the artist. 
6. In the Manner of- This painting represents the style of the named artist but was painted at a later date; the authorship is unknown.    

 
Authenticity  
Signature- The signature, inscriptions and dates are transcribed in print as they appear and are located as follows:  
 
SLL: Signed Lower Left  
SLR: Signed Lower Right 
SUL: Signed Upper Left 
SUR: Signed Upper Right 
SLC: Signed Lower Center 
SUC: Signed Upper Center.   

1. If we state "signed" in our opinion, the signature is of the named artist.   
2. If we state "bears signature" in our opinion, the signature might be that of the artist, but we make no guarantee that the work is by the named artist.   

 
8. Clocks and Watches 
Due to the sensitive and mechanical nature of clocks and watches, we do not guarantee them to be in running or working condition. 

9. Furniture 
If we say "Chippendale Mahogany Chest of Drawers," we represent that the piece was made during that period.   

If we say "Chippendale Style Mahogany Chest of Drawers," we represent that the piece looks like the period mentioned, but it was crafted at a later date. 

10. Firearms 



Alderfer Auction is a Licensed Federal Firearms Dealer (FFL) located in southeastern Pennsylvania. Whether you are buying or selling firearms at Alderfer Auction you will be 
assured that your firearms have been processed according to the rigorous regulations established by the Federal Government. It is recommended that all Firearms be 
checked by a competent gunsmith before firing to ensure safe usage. 
 
Registration Fees 
A $15 per gun transaction fee will be assessed for gun registration; $10 per gun transaction fee thereafter which is in addition to the total purchase price. 
 
Firearm Laws 
All firearms are sold in accordance with Federal and Pennsylvania State Laws. All post 1898 (Modern) firearms must be registered in compliance with Federal and State Law. 
Purchasers of Modern firearms who are Pennsylvania residents must complete state and federal registration forms at Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 
19440, or provide a signed copy of a Federal Firearms License from a dealer that your purchase can be shipped to. FFL Dealers and out-of-state buyers must have in their 
possession on the day of sale, signed copies of their Federal Firearms License in order to accept same-day delivery of modern firearms. Buyers who act as agents for FFL 
dealers must have a letter of agency as well as a signed copy of the dealers Federal Firearms License (FFL). Internet bidders who are out-of-state buyers and FFL dealers 
must fax a current FFL license within 24 hours of the close of the sale to Alderfer Auction at 215-368-9055. Curio & Relic FFL licenses will be accepted on auction lots 
indicated in the description "(C&R)”. 
 
Specific State Restrictions 
Auctions may contain many firearms and items that are non-compliant (not allowed) in certain States. Alderfer Auction WILL NOT ship or SELL any of these items that are 
prohibited in any State. We are aware of these Sates and their Laws and it is the duty of each potential bidder to make sure they are allowed to own this legally in their 
respective States. Alderfer Auction WILL NOT convert or make any firearm compliant to meet a certain State's requirements. Listed here are state laws restricting the sale of 
certain high-capacity magazines. These are STATE laws, sometimes there are COUNTY or CITY laws with stricter restrictions. It is your responsibility to be or become familiar 
with local gun laws.  

California: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in California or anyone using a billing address in the state of California.  

D.C.: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in the District of Columbia or anyone using a billing address for the District of Columbia. 

Hawaii: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds that may fit a handgun to anyone in Hawaii or anyone using a billing address in the state of 
Hawaii.  

Illinois: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 12 rounds to anyone in Chicago, IL or anyone using a billing address in Chicago, IL. We do not ship, sell, or 
offer for sale any magazines over 15 rounds to anyone in Aurora, IL or anyone using a billing address in Aurora, IL.  

Maryland: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 20 rounds to anyone in Maryland or anyone using a billing address in the state of Maryland.  

Massachusetts: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in Massachusetts or anyone using a billing address in the state of 
Massachusetts.  

New Jersey: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in New Jersey or anyone using a billing address in the state of New Jersey. 
Firearms cannot be picked up at Alderfer Auction. All firearms must be shipped to a FFL holder in your state (including bb, pellet, and black powder items). Assault weapons 
and banned firearms cannot be purchased at Alderfer Auction; find complete list per N.J.S. 2C:39 – 1. 

New York: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in New York or anyone using a billing address in the state of New York.  

Any firearms sold containing prohibited magazines as mentioned above will be shipped less the banned magazine, no refunds will be offered. 

Purchasers may inspect the merchandise and are urged to do so. The Auctioneer makes no warranty as to condition and shall not be responsible for any defects in any Lot. 
Any used firearm should be inspected by a competent gunsmith for safety, function, and proper ammunition type/size before attempting to fire. Any description of mechanical 
function or condition does NOT mean the gun has been inspected or tested for firing capabilities. All goods are exposed for Public Exhibition and for Internet buyer's, condition 
is described in the listings. 

11. Endangered Species  
Each threatened and endangered species will be assessed on a case-by-case basis as mandated by State and Federal laws. If you have questions please call 215.393.3000.  

12. Alderfer Online Offsite Auctions 
Alderfer Auction conducts auctions at various different onsite locations through online only timed auctions. The terms and conditions mentioned herein apply to these auctions 
along with the requirements below regarding merchandise pick-up. 
 
Designated pick-up times are established for customers to remove their purchased items. Schedule a pick-up time via https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction or call 
215.393.3000. https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction instructions will be included in your invoice. 
 
NO REFUNDS will be given on purchased items that are not picked up during the designated pick-up time. 
 
Delivery 
Delivery fees are additional to the total purchase price. Please call or email for delivery fees for your particular lot(s). Fees must be paid in advance by credit card. If you 
choose to have your item(s) delivered, YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING DELIVERY ARRANGEMENTS. Please call us to arrange these services no later than 24 
hours prior to the auction pick-up time. 
 
If you are in need of your purchase being brought back to Alderfer Auction for pick-up at our facility or would like the item(s) to be delivered to your home, call or email to make 
delivery arrangements: 
 
Alderfer Auction 
Delivery Department 
215.393.3000 office 
267.638.1063 direct  
AlderferOnline@AlderferAuction.com 
 
13. Limitations of Liability 
Alderfer Auction is not liable for any breach or default by the consignor of a Lot. Alderfer Auction may withdraw any item before the sale if there is doubt as to the authenticity, 
title, or laws restricting the sale of the item or the accuracy of the Consignor’s representations. 
 
14. Governing Law 
Pennsylvania State Law prohibits any owner from bidding on their own merchandise to enhance the value. “Bidding in” or bidding on behalf of the Consignor shall be grounds 
for discontinuation of the auction and a claim for any resulting damages including, but not limited to, a reasonable amount for lost commissions. 
 
Alderfer Auction logo(s), content and photography are copyright materials that may not be copied, used or duplicated without the written consent of Alderfer Auction, 501 
Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 19440. 

https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction
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